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FOREWORD 

This report is based on a SERI program task on Program Evaluation Methodology that 
commenced in July 1978. The purposes of the task were to provide an overview of the 
prac.tice and methodology of program evaluation and to define more precisely the evalua
tion techniques and methodologies that would be most appropriate to government organi
zations which are actively involved in the research, development, and commercialization 
of solar energy systems. These organizations potentially would include the Department 
of Energy, other federal departments and agencies, Congress, state and local govern
ments, international agencies, and SERI itself. Explicit in this report are the understand
ings that quality program evaluation is extremely difficult, that solar energy programs 
hav~ particular characteristics, and that evaluations need to be tailored with special care 
to fit the unique characteristics of these programs. These are documented in the body of 
the report . 

This research was initiated by Lewis J. Perelman, who reviewed much of the program 
evaluation literature and conducted interviews with selected government officials and 
practiced program evaluators. (A list of the interviewees' is appended to the study.) 
Dr. Perelman prepared and sent out for review a rough draft in late 1978 before leaving 
SERI to accept a position with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. At the request of SERI 
management, Peter deLeon completed the research task by incorporating reviewers' 
comments and revising the manuscript for publication as a SERI technical report. In 
responding to the reviewers' critiques, deLeon extensively rewrote the original draft. 
Perelman reviewed the revised text and requested that he not be listed as an author, 
citing differences in interpretations and conclusions. Although SERI management regrets 
his decision, it acknowledges and honors his choice. 

Approved for: 

SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

~Doane, Ghief 
icy Analysis Branch 
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SUMMARY 

This report is basically directed to two rather distinct audiences whose common denomi
nator is their professional interest in program evaluation. The first audience is composed 
of program managers for solar energy development and ~mmercialization programs; this 
audience might be characterized as being technically competent and bureaucratically 
astute but not necessarily possessing the theory, approaches, and training of the profes
sional evaluator. The second audience, the professional evaluator, possesses this second 
set of skills while perhaps lacking the technical expertise. The report is writt~n to 
introduce the problems of each group to the other and to demonstrate how both can gain 
from a close and complementary cooperation. More specifically, this report argues that 
formal program evaluation of the individual solar energy programs has great potential for 
benefiting the national solar energy program and its individual technologies. 

Formal evaluation cannot be treated as a single methodological approach for assessing a 
program. Numerous typologies and approaches for formal evaluation have been ad
vanced, which reflect the evolving nature of the evaluation art and the general lack of 
consensus among professional evaluators as to. theory, methodology, or implementation. 
In addition to formal program evaluation, informal evaluation-such as conducted by 
personal observation, Congressional staff, or journalists-is also present. Although it 
fails to meet the rigorous methodological standards of formal evaluation, it does serve a 
valuable function; the two should be viewed as complements rather than substitutes. ,. 
Key considerations in program evaluation are whether it meets the requirments of the 
client (in this case, most often a program manager)" and if it can be done; i.e., are the 
necessary data available; will the evaluation effort be supported by management? 
Evaluability assessment has been proposed as a first step in formal program evaluation; 
its purpose is to determine if a formal program evaluation should and can be performed. 
Basically, evaluability assessment attempts to identify the major obstacles to program 
evaluation before they occur. For example, are the program's objectives sufficiently 
clear to be translated into program evaluation criteria? If not, then alternative mea
sures must be derived by the evaluation staff and the program manager or else the pro
posed evaluation might be abandoned. 

There are four basic types of evaluation designs, each with its own particular strengths 
and weaknesses: the pre-experimental design; the quasi-experimental design based on 
time series; the quasi-experimental design based on comparison groups; and the true 
experimental design. In ascending order, these basic evaluation design types offer 
increasing methodological rigor, but this strength greatly increases their cost and 
reduces their applicability to operating programs. . The latter approaches emphasize 
quantitative methodologies. Recently there has been increased attention paid to the 
qualitative elements of formal program evaluation, or what some have termed "naturalis
tic inquiry," in recognition of a number of important qualitative program variables that 
are not suitable for quantification. 

Data considerations are fundamentarto any evaluation effort. The initial determination 
of what data are to be analyzed should be based on a body of accepted theory, but often 
the evaluator is forced to rely on existing data that may be irrelevant. Additional data. 
questions include the manner in which the data are collected and the effect of those 
methods upon the data's validity. 

The organization and management of program evaluation raises several operational 
questions. The disciplinary background of the professional evaluator is less important 
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than the evaluator's ability to delineate the causal relationships that are the basis of 
program evaluation. The evaluator has to be able to work with people because evaluation 
is typically a group effort. Evaluators need to balance professional skepticism with the 
ability to work cooperatively with the program staff, which could present a number of 
psychological and organizational obstacles to the evaluation of their programs. Evalua
tions might be requested for the "wrong" reasons, such as to cover up program failures or 
to "submarine" politically unpopular programs. 

The program evaluator must emphasize the value of program evaluation or risk having 
the study left unread or unheeded. The benefits of evaluation can result in more effec
tive program administration and the improved design of new programs. It must be 
recognized, however, that there are certain costs to evaluation which need be consid
ered; these costs can be in terms of scarce resources (e.g., financial or staff)t the 
possible reduction of a program's scope, and perhaps even the morale of the program 
staff. Evaluation should not be viewed as a panacea. It cannot offer objective "truth" 
nor can it accurately assess the comparative worth of disparate programs, such as health 
insurance versus housing subsidies. Questions of social worth still are best left to po
litical decision makers. 

Solar energy technology programs have grown greatly in their importance and attention 
in the past five years. These programs differ in a number of critical ways: their position 
on the basic research to commercialization continuum; their end-uses; and the materials 
which they utilize (e.g., biomass or wind power). Within the federal government, the lead 
executive agency for solar energy technologies is the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE); 
within DOE, the Energy Technology and the Conservation and Solar Application Divisions 
have the principal responsibility for the development and commercialization of solar 
energy, respectively. The U.S. Departments of Defense, State, Commerce~ Agriculture, 
and .. Housing and Urban Development also have responsibilities regarding solar energy 
lechnologtes. There are a number of state solar energy programs as well; these are 
mostly regulatory, information dissemination, or subsidization programs and vary widely 
from state to state. Finally, many solar energy programs, such as land-use requirements, 
were designed and implemented by local government bodies. 

Evaluation of federal programs is, at best, a sporadic and difficult activity. As one study 
asserted, "There is nothing akin to a comprehensive federal evalua~ion system. Even 
within the agencies, orderly and integrated evaluation operations have not been estab
lished" (Wholey et al. 1976:15). The main reasons for this lack are an absence of relevant 
evaluation models, the perceived failure of present bureaucratic incentive structures to 
encourage program evaluation, the problem of reconciling differing evaluation and 
information perspectives, and the difficulty provided by minimizing the threats posed to 
the program by evaluation while maximizing the amount of useful information in evalua
tion. These obstacles, juxtaposed with the newness and great diversity of most solar 
energy programs, make the evaluation of these programs difficult even under the best of 
circumstances. In light of the politicized nature of the solar energy programs- and the 
questionable relevance of earlier technology research, development, demonstration 

_ (RD&D), and dissemination models, the evaluation problems become formidable. Some of 
the earlier evaluation work done on civilian technologies and in the agricultural extension 
service might be more relevant to solar energy RD&D than the evaluation of military 
R&D programs or the nuclear power reactor RD&D programs, but their applicability 
should be carefully examined before these models are used. 

Many informal evaluations of the national solar energy programs have been conducted by 
such_groups as the Solar Lobby. Within the federal government, the General Accounting 
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Office and DOE's Policy and Evaluation Division have evaluated some very specific 
programs, but mostly on an ad hoc basis. For understandable r~asons (e.g., the newness 
of both solar energy programs and DOE and the inherent problems in evaluating RD&D 
programs), no coherent strategy for formally evaluating solar energy programs exists; 
program managers have chosen to place their resources on program design and implemen
tation rather than on retrospective evaluation. There is even less in the way of formal 
program evaluation on the state level. 

The inchoate state of solar energy programs and their objectives combined with the 
ambiguity of evaluation theory and methodology lead one to conclude t!lat there is no 
single optimal evaluation strategy, nor should there be. There are, however, important 
benefits to be gained from program evaluation. For this reason, solar energy program 
managers should be persuaded of the positive benefits that they can gain from program 
evaluation. This argument should be made simultaneously by the evaluation community 
and the highest levels of management within DOE. 

In terms of specific policy recommendations, the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) 
can play an important role in solar energy evaluation. Although SERI's mandate dOes not 
specify an evaluation role, its unparalleled combination of technical and social science 
expertise in solar energy make it an ideal candidate for developing solar energy evalua
tion programs. Furthermore, its close association with DOE program managers and its 
realization of their particular dilemmas make SERI a uniquely knowledgeable and 
sensitive reviewer. The key to the evaluation of solar energy programs lies in the extent 
of cooperation between professional evaluators and the program managers; policies must 
be formulated and implemented that encourage this relationship. DOE must resolve its 
current ambiguity regarding evaluation studies, such as ~hich division has the primary 
evaluation responsibilities. Evaluations of state and local programs must be conducted 
and the results widely disseminated so that others can benefit from the experiences of 
these programs; an important feature of the state and local evaluations is that they must 
be funded at least partially by the pertinent local unit of government so that it retains· 
some commitment to the study and its results. 

Underlying these recommendations is the explicit assumption that the formal evaluation 
of solar energy programs is a worthwhile and valuable endeavor •. Although evaluation 
holds no guarantee for the strict adherence of public policy to its stated objectives or the 
rational workings of government, it does offer a means by which programs can be mea
sured and a learning experience obtained. Both are imperative if the solar energy tech
nologies are to achieve their promise. 
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SECTION 1.0 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 AUDIENCE 

There are two different audiences for this report, audiences whose backgrounds, occupa
tions, and responsibilities are generally distinct from each other yet whose professional 
intentions can be viewed as quite compatible. Members of the first audience have the 
responsibility to design and manage solar energy technology development and commer
cialization programs. These public officials' duties range from basic research on the 
different solar technologies to·the final commercialization of solar technologies. Their 
responsibilities are more than strictly technical because solar technologies have a num
ber of social, economic, and political ramifications which must be taken into account. 
The second audience largely con.sists of professional evaluators; this community has rep
resentatives from within and without the government. Still, both audiences share a 
common interest: that the formal and rigorous evaluation of government programs, in 
this case solar energy technology programs, can make these programs more efficient and 
effective in achieving their objectives than might be the case presently. 

At the risk of oversimplification, the first audience can be characterized as being tech
nically competent and politically sensitive but not necessarily possessing the theory, 
approaches, and techniques of the skilled program evaluator. Similarly, the professional 
evaluator probably lacks the technical competence and bureaucratic sensitivities of the 
program manager who is charged with developing a given solar energy technology. These 
characterizations are not totally accurate, of course, nor are they meant in a malicious 
manner. Rather, the characterizations are meant to suggest that the two audiences for 
this report do not share an identical set of skills, needs, or perceptions. The explicit 
purpose of this report is to bridge whatever gaps do exist so that the two may appreciate 
each other's particular problems and cooperate toward the careful, quality evaluation of 
solar energy programs with a minimum of intellectual dissonance. 

We have been talking in general terms of two audiences. It is useful at this point to dis
aggregate these audiences and discuss more precisely who, in fact, the prospective audi
ences for this report are. The first, which we have broadly described as solar energy 
program managers, is composed of those persons who have strategic and operational 
responsibilities for developing, demonstrating, or disseminating various types of solar 
energy technologies. These people are ·situated on the federal, state, or local govern
ment levels. Obvious candidates include members of the Department of Energy, mem
bers of Congress and their staffs, state energy officials, and local building code person
nel. This hierarchy is detailed in Section 5.0, Overview of U.S. Solar Energy Programs. 
The evaluation community is equally dispersed and perhaps even harder to typify. It 
includes representatives from universities, consultant groups, private industry, research 
organizations, and professional evaluators from the different government bodies (such as 
the staff of the U.S. General Accounting Office or the Policy and Evaluation Division of 
the Department of Energy). 

In attempting to bridge the intellectual and professional gaps that might exist between 
these two communities, this report inevitably must satisfy neither of the groups. The 
description of the national solar energy programs will appear to the solar energy program 
manager as somewhat simplistic, not fully reflecting the true complexity of the task that 
makes his or her position and perspective resistant to objective analysis. At the same 
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time, the overview of evaluation techniques and the discussion of what is needed to pro
duce a quality program evaluation will seem trite to the professional evaluator. How
ever, each audience needs to remember that the purpose of this ~eport is to provide the 
basic information groundwork for the other; i.e., to inform the solar program manager of 
the costs and benefits of evaluation and the professional evaluator of particular evalua
tion problems unique to solar energy programs. By serving these two education func
tions, this report will facilitate communications between the solar program manager and 
the professional evaluator. This will result in early and accurate expectations from both 
parties as to how they might cooperate in providing solar energy programs that are more 
consonant with the program objectives and in effectively meeting the overarching na
tional priorities. Although neither audience might be completely satisfied with the level 
of detail found in this report regarding its particular area of expertise, each audience 
will gain enough from other sections of the report such that the audiences' exchanges and 
appreciations of each others' problems and requirements will compensate for any 
disappointment. 

One of the principal reasons for preparing this report is to demonstrate that formal pro
gram evaluation of solar energy programs has great potential for benefiting the national 
solar energy program and its individual technologies. At the present time, this rationale 
must stand as little more than assertion, although we plan to argue persuasively about its 
validity, for there are few, if any, examples of formal, rigorous evaluations of solar 
energy programs. This lack is explained by perfectly justifiable reasons discussed in the 
text of the report. Indeed, there are precious few examples of evaluations of broad
guage energy policies, if one excludes the very political charges that policy X has "not 
worked."* For this reason, many of the illustrations used in the text come from subject 
areas outside of solar energy, such as mental health programs, social welfare programs, 
military R&D, and, especially, education. Clearly, education and social welfare are not 
solar energy; therefore, the necessary caveats must be recognized and observed. Stlll, 
even granting the special features of solar energy technology development, important 
parallels can be suggested concerning program evaluation from areas that are not energy 
related. 

1.2 ORGANIZATION 

The report is organized so that the reader is first introduced to the role and issues of 
evaluation. This is to provide a set of issues to organize the subsequent sections detail
ing the national solar energy programs. Then, these two themes are integrated by exam
ining the evaluation strategies and methodologies tailored to fit the particular needs of 
the various individual solar energy programs. Specifically, this report is divided into 
eight sections, including this introduction. Section 2.0 delineates the place of program 
evaluation in the overall policy process and offers a number of definitions used through- · 
out the report. Section 3.0 is a basic primer in evaluation methods and difficulties, while 
Section 4.0 discusses the resources necessary for evaluation as well as their limitations. 
Section 5.0 briefly reviews the national solar energy public programs. Section 6.0 exam
ines the current efforts to evaluate these programs. Section 7.0 assesses SERrs potential· 
role in solar evaluation, and Section 8.0 offers specific recommendations as to what 
might be done to apply evaluation techniques to solar energy programs. 

*An important exception to the proported lack of general energy evaluations is the liter
ature that reviews quantitative energy models. See, for example, Limaye, ed. (1974); 
Brock and Nesbitt (1977); and Searl, ed. (1973). 
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SECTION 2.0 

PROGRAM EVALUATION: ROLES AND DEFINITIONS 

The general research activity of measuring and judging the performance and effects of 
public programs is referred to by a great variety of names, such as program evaluation, 
evaluation research, auditing, implementation review, monitoring, program assessment, 
and policy analysis. This semantic proliferation is more than merely inconvenient; it can 
result in a failure to understand, properly use, or assign appropriate responsibility for 
what could be a critical research function with an important policy payoff. This report 
will use the terms "program evaluation" or "evaluation" to refer to the specific activities 
defined below. 

2.1 PROGRAM EVALUATION IN CONTEXT: THE POLICY PROCESS 

Before turning our primary attention to pr_ogram evaluation, it would be useful to present 
evaluation in the general context of the policy process. That is, where does program 
ev8luation fit into the making and execution of public policy? In the absence of such a 
context, evaluation might easily be viewed as an isolated, disjoinfed activity rather than 
an integral and integrated part of the policy process. This is not to say that evaluation 
cannot be extracted and scrutinized; rather, it is initially important to understand its 
role in the overall policy process before turning to the specific study of evaluation. 

Drawing upon the seminal work of Lass~ell (1971: Chapter 2), Brewer has proposed a six
step model of the policy process (1974): 

• Initiation/Invention 

• Estimation 

• Selection 

• Implementation 

• Evaluation 

• Termination 

Very briefly, the first step consists of the individual and organizational recognition of a 
societal problem, the definition of the policy objectives in response to the problem, and 
the generation of possible policy options. The estimation stage weighs each alternative's 
costs and benefits against the general policy objectives prior to the selection stage, in 
which the decision maker chooses among the policy options. The policy is translated into 
specific programs and carried out during the implementation stage. Tn thP. P.valuation 
stage, the effects of the program relative to the policy objectives are. assessed as well as 
any unanticipated consequences that the policy and its constituent programs may havP. 
produced. Finally, the termination state is a recognition that a specific policy needs (or 
should) not to be continued indefinitely; when it can be demonstrated that a policy's ob
jectives are reached and maintained, its relevance and applicability should be reconsid
ered and terminated if found redundant, outmoded, or dysfunctional. (This depiction of 
the policy process is elaborated upon by Brewer and deLeon, forthcoming). 

It should be stressed that this i:s a highly iterative model and that none of tl!e stages 
described should be treated as self-contained or exclusive of the others. The initiation 
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stage easily could be the result of an evaluation of a program that was not meeting its 
prescribed objectives. Estimation of the policy options fundamentally affects the selec
tion process, just as implementation analysis does (Hargrove 1975; Bardach 1977). And, 
program termination is as much a policy option as the initiation of a new program 
(deLeon 1978). 

Within each of these stages, a number of disciplinary and interdisciplinary tools or ap
proaches can be utilized. These fall under the general rubric of "policy analysis" and 
include such disparate approaches as statistical analysis, organizational theory, econom
ics, survey research, operations research, demographics, decision analysis, computer 
simulation, political science, and law. All of these approaches or analytic tools can be 
applicable, but the key to their specific utility in a given situation is the requirements of 
the particular task at hand. Linear regression techniques· might be completely appropri
ate for evaluating the effectiveness of new teaching methods and totally inappropriate 
for designing implementation strategies. Simply, there is no single best approach to 
policy analysis. 

2.2 DEFINITION OF PROGRAM EVALUATION 

A policy may be any purposeful set of activities undertaken by a government with the 
objective of satisfying certain broad societal objectives. Programs are the various in
strumentalities created to realize policy objectives, and projects are the fine-grained, 
tactical devices undertaken within the general programmatic framework."' For example, 
an energy-related policy would be to reduce U.S. dependence on foreign petroleum (see 
deLeon and McNown 1979); an attendant program woUld be the reduction in the ,American 
consumption of gasoline so a project might be the rationing of gasoline by closing service 
stations on Sundays or, in the case of solar energy, promoting gusohol by waiving the 
federal tax on: it. 

2.2.1 Formal Evaluation 

Program evaluation is a formal process of studying programs that contains these neces
sary characteristics: 

• an explicit description of what the program actually is doing, has done, or was 
intended to do; 

• some systematic mE'.asurement of the effects of the program is u5ed; the ~riteria 
· and data employed are agreed to and dependable; 

• a comparison of the measured effects of the program to the defined or ascer
tained set of program objectives is present; and 

• the potential in the application of the resulting information to policy or program 
decisions is real. 

A number of points need to be added to clarify this definition of program evaluation. 
First, the basic perspective of program evaluation focuses on what is happening or has 
happened. Although program evaluation can, and indeed should, have an effect on the 

*Wholey et al. (1976) draw a similar set of distinctions. 
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design and implementation of future policies and programs, studies of future options, 
policies, costs, impacts, or outcomes are not included in the present definition of pr<r 
gram evaluation (Hatry et al. 1973: 8). 

Second, the measurement of program effects may be qualitative to a significant extent, 
using scales, indices, or ordinal measures based at least partly on subjective judgment. 
However, like its quantitative kin, the qualitative measures should be systematic, rea
sonably understandable, and at least nominally reproducible. Also, program outcomes 
and effects should be distinguished and evaluated separately. Outcomes are the immedi
ate results of a program in terms of consequences that can be measured and associated 
with purposive acts. Effects can and should go beyond the intentional outcomes of the 
program to include evidence of program processes and of both positive and negative un
intended consequences, or "externalities" (Rutman, ed. 1977: 17). The latter are general
ly more long-term in their nature. 

Third, evaluation does not assign values to a given program but rather tests a program 
against an explicit set of given values or criteria (U.S. Comptroller General 1978: 1-5). 
The explicit purpose of program evaluation is not to label a program as "good" or "bad," 
but it is to demonstrate how the results of the program compare with specific objectives, 
expectations, standards, or conditions. 

Fourth, the criteria against which a program is evaluated are not confined to formal 
statements of program goals and objectives, but they also may include the values, goals, 
interests, and needs of any stakeholder. Indeed, part of the evaluation act is to specify 
precisely what the programmatic objectives are. Formal statements.of goals commonly 
are highly ambiguous or may be absent altogether; in many cases, the relationship be
tween the nominal goals and the actual purposes that the program is intended or expec
ted to serve is obscure or even dubious. 

Fifth, a basic assumption of this study is that there is no single, ubiquitous evaluation 
model; that different forms, concepts, and approaches are needed to satisfy different 
programmatic requirements and objectives. One useful typology distinguishes among 
Process, Response, and Impact Evaluations (see Brewer and deLeon, forthcoming, 
Chap. 6). Process evaluation concentrates on the internal workings of an institution. 
Probably the most common form of evaluation, it includes management audits, personnel 
reviews, informal assessments of performance, and other routine appraisals of "how are 
we doing?" As such, it essentially is found in any organization. Response evaluations 
concern programs that an institution designs or manages in response to external stimuli 
or demands. Finally, Impact evaluation focuses on the differences that an organization 
and its programs make on its surrounding environment. The Head Start programs provide 
a set of examples. Head Start was prompted by legitimate worries that minority children 
often were being disadvantaged by the educational system because they were not able to 
start on an intellectual or emotional footing equal to their white classmates; Head Start 
programs were designed as a response to these perceptions. A response evaluation of 
Head Start, therefore, would be directed to assessing how the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare (HEW) responds to the demands by minority groups that these 
learning impediments should be minimized. An impact evaluation of Head Start, on the 
other hand, would have evaluated how effective the various Head Start programs were in 
eliminating the performance differential between the two groups of students. 

This report primarily addresses the response and impact types of evaluation because, as 
Hatry et al. note, "While a program evaluation may include considerAtion of workload 
mensures, operating procedures, or staffing, its chief focus is on measuring the program's 
impacts or effects. Evaluation aimed solely at a program's internal procedures, staffing, 
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and management might better be labeled management evaluations or organizational 
audits" (1973: 8). The types of evaluation commonly required by management-by-objec
tives, zero-based budgeting, management audit, or similar procedures are not treated as 
program evaluations in this report. 

Finally, it should be recognized that the present state of evaluation theory is not well 
developed and that little consensus exists; the terminological, classificatory, and meth
odological babble that characterizes the literature merely reflects this fact. It is criti
cal, therefore, that the program evaluator realize this condition and make his or her own 
translations and equivalencies of the necessary terms and requirements when any given 
evaluation study is confronted. 

2.2.2 Inf<rmal Evaluation 

The above discussion looks at program evaluation as a formal research process. In real
ity, however, programs commoruy are "evalual~ll" iu in.f6rmal wuyu ll1ut cnti~fy few, if 
any, of the above criteria. · Investigative journalists, public interest groups, lobbyists, 
commercial associations, private foundations, untversili~s, legislative committees, public 
hearings, and lawsuits are some of the mechanisms by which government programs often 
are "evaluated" (Hatry et al. 1973: 13-14). These means of critical program assessment 
frequently make up for a lack in scientific validity by having a real impact on govern
ment decision making. Although such activities have their place in the political or mana
gement processes, they provide little reliable, consistent information by themselves 
about the effects of public programs. Despite the occasional revelation of corruption, 
malfeasance, or general program .deficiencies, these informal evaluation approaches have 
several inherent shortcomings. They tend to focus on the inputs or process of managing 
the program rather than lh~ results. They generally address the spectat:"nlRr or political
ly sensitive issues rather than the general level and quality of services. The procedures 
used to gather information are often unsystematic and biased. The shortage of time and 
manpower provided for program review and the immediacy of the tasks vitiates meaning
ful, t.horoU2"h ~valuations. Finally, they seldom have the perspective to determine 
whether the results of the program were beneficial in the long term. Thus, ll•~ informa.-· 
tion presented may not represent a balanced a~essment of the t.t·ue conditions (Adopted 
from Hatry et al. 1973: 15-16). 

More rigorous approaches to management audit (e.g., PPBS, MBO, :l.BB) may provide 
more thorough information about program effects, though not of the depth of formal 
evaluation processes. Nevertheless, such systems usually require a periodic comparison 
of measured program outputs with projected goals. Although the procedure need not be 
very costly, there is growing ·evidence that such systems are neither cheap nor easy to 
implement or use (see Novick 1972; Wildavsky 1974: Chap. 6). None of the above activi
ties is an adequate substitute for rigorous evaluation. However, they may provide valua
ble information that can be useful in the identification of the need for a program evalua
tion, in the evaluability assessment, and sometimes in the evaluation itself. 

Program managers seek and receive feedback from a variety of informal, often· personal 
sources. The limitations of this informal feedback constitute the chief constraint on a 
program manager's ability to manage effectively and on a policy maker's ability to exer
cise effective oversight of policy implementation (see Bardach 1974). 

If "evaluation" is considered most simply as feedback on the effect of government pro
grams to policy makers, informal evaluation mechanisms are clearly the most common, 
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most inexpensive, and (probably) most influential forms of evaluation. The major defi- · 
. ciency from the standpoint of the professional evaluation is the high degree of subjectiv
ity; the reliance on information which is inaccurate, unreliable, and sometimes simply 
dishonest; and the bias of the conclusions. This is not to imply that formal evaluations 
are immune from such charges, only that they should be less prone. 

Informal evaluations serve as important functions. They can alert a decision maker that 
irregularities that require formal evaluation are occurring; they can verify formal evalu
ation findings, especially those of qualitative nature; and they can often attract the 
public attention that eludes formal evaluation and that precedes political action. Pro
gram ·evaluation provides· an additional, higher resolution information channel which 
should p~oduce more thorough, accurate, and relevant evidence about a program's per-. 
formance than informal evaluation media provide. Neither channel should supplant or 
replace the other; the two should complement arid enrich each other (see Downs 1967; 
Wilensky 1967). Indeed, they should be structured to enhance their complementarity. 

2.3 TYPES OF FORMAL PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Formal program evaluation includes a variety of distinguishabl~ research activities. 
Several classifications exist to identify different types of program evaluation. Following 
Kline (1978: IX-9 through IX-13), some of the major typologies are: 

2.3.1 Typology 1: Simple Output 

The simplest typology views evaluation only as output evaluation. This type of evalua
tion reviews only the ultimate effects of programs without consideration of objectives, 
needs, processes, or inputs. 

2.3.2 Typology 2: Formative/Summative 

Michael Scriven (1967) posits a typology that distinguishes between formative. and sum
mative evaluation. The purpose of formative evaluation is to provide information to 
decision make.rs, which should improve the quality of the program. An Widerlying as
sumption of formative evaluation is that program actions are incremental in nature so 
that modifications in the program can be implemented and can result in the removal of 
existing programmatic problems or deficiencies. The intent of summative evaluation is 
to evaluate the overall effectiveness or value of a program. The resulting information is 
not oriented primarily to the operational program manager but to policy makers concer
ned with the continuation or termination of the prograrn, the assessment of success or 
failure for historical or political purposes, or the application of the lessons of one pro
gram's experience to other areas of government ~:~.ctivity. 

2.3.3 Typology 3: Input/Process/Output 

Daniel Stufflebeam's (1971) evaluation typology focuses on three kinds of information 
needed for program evaluation: ·input, process, and output. Input information describes 
events or resources that are required for the initiation of program activity; for example, 
instructional materials and appropriately equipped workshops for a program ciesigned to 
train solar equipment installers. ProceSs information concerns the events that are taking 
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place while the program is underway, and describes the procedure by which the program 
pursues its intended results. Process measures of the solar installer training program 
might be the number of qualified instructors or class enrollment. Output information 
describe$ the effects of the program. Output information that would be of interest in 
evaluating the training program for solar equipment installers would include, for 
example, the graduation rate and the proportion of graduates employed as equipment 
installers. 

2.3.4 Typology 4: Process Levels 

A fourth evaluation typology, suggested by Edward Suchman (1967), focuses on the evalu
ation process and includes five types of evaluation-effort, performance, adequacy of 
performance, efficiency, and process-that roughly reflect the cost and utility of the 
re.!!ttlting informntion. 

Effort evaluation measures the quantity and quality of program inputs, while perform
ance evaluation relates measured outputs to specified program objectives. Adequacy of 
performance evaluation further links measured performance to some indicHlot· of the 
amount of need for the program output. Efficiency evaluation estimates program out
puts in terms of monetary benefits or indicators of effectiveness to total costs. Process 
evaluation attempts to determine the functional relationships ·between pt·ogram causes 
and effects. In general, the difficulty of these five types of program evaluation 
increases in the order they are presented; i.e., effort is the easiest and process is the 
most difficult. 

2.3.5 Government Typologies 

Various government agencies have established their own typologies of program evaluation 
as a matter of standard procedure. For example, one of the first federal agencies to 
Wldertake formal program evaluation, the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), offi
cially established three types of evaluations. The first entailed an overall assessment of 
program effectiveness where the emphasis was on determining the extent to which the 
programs were successful in achieving basic objectives. The second evaluated the rela
tive effectiveness of different program strategies and variables where the emphasis was 
on determining which of the alternative techniques were most productive for carrying 
out a program. The last emphasized the assessment of managerial and operational effi
ciency (U.S. OEO, 1968). This typology largely was adopted in DOE's first interim proce
dures for program evaluation. The Appendix to Interim Management Directive (IMD) 
0203 defined four types of evaJ.uations: effectiveness, performance, efficiency, and 
audit. 

A concern reflected in both these examples but not indicated in the academic literature 
is the need to associate different types of evaluation with the appropriate levels in bu
reaucratic hierarchies. This reflects the fact that different levels of decision making 
have different information requirements. 

2.3.6 Review 

This sampling of typologies is useful in demonstrating the inchoate state of evaluation 
theory, the variety of reasons for undertaking evaluation, the diversity of possible ap
proaches, and. the need to design a particular evaluation program strategy to match a 
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program's requirements. The problem with such typologies, especially when they are 
embedded in government regulations, is that they risk becoming procrustean. They can 
assume a rationale of their own, -forcing evaluation tasks to fit into a rigid classification 
scheme rather than reflecting the flexibility that should be inherent in good evaluation 
design. The broader the range of program activities to be evaluated, the less likely that 
any fixed typology can accommodate the variety of evaluation strategies required. This 
is especially true of new programs and agencies because of their newness. For example, 
commenting on DOE's IMD 0203, Tom Glennan has noted that 

[Thel formidable array of [DOE!! program types means that DOE evaluation 
policies must be very flexible in .order to be relevant •••• The meaning of 
evaluation, the techniques for performing evaluation, and the nature of the 
performers· of evaluations. will vary considerably among these program 
types .••• (TJ he typology of evaluations which is provided in the Appendix 
to IMD 0203 cannot be applied to all of these program types and, as a con
sequence, provides poor guidance to those charged with planning an evalua
tion program. (Glennan 1979) 

Recognizing the great diversity of solar energy programs, this report neither recom
mends nor relies on any one typology of evaluation. Rather, types of evaluation from any 
of the above classifications are referred to as appropriate in particular situations. 

2.4 EVALUATION PURPOSES: THREE PERSPECTIVES 

Program evaluation has multiple clients and, hence, many objectives. In her analysis of 
the Symposium on ·the Use of Evaluation by Federal Agencies, Chelimsky (1977: 6) identi
fied three general perspectives on the purposes of evaluation. The first is a knowledge 
perspective that proposes that evaluation should establish evidence leading to new in
sights about social problems and about the effectiveness of governmental strategies for' 
addressing them. A second view adopts a management perspective to use evaluation as a 
flexible management tool-a support system for aSsessing and improving the operational 
efficiency of government programs. The third is ail accountability perspective that 
treats evaluation as the best use of tax resources by holding program managers account
able for the worth (i.e., both the effectiveness and operational quality) of their programs. 

The three pei"spectives are all vnlid nnd should not he seen as mutually exclusive. Still, 
they are not necessarily complementary. The. high reliability and internal validity 
implied by the knowledge perspective may be too costly or time ~onsuming to meet the 
near-term demands of the management perspective. The management perspective may 
imply a more casual approach to evaluation and be at odds with the accountability per
spective's demand for public examination of bureaucratic performance. Or, the account
ability perspective's expectation of simple, aggregate appraisals of a program's merits 
usually contradicts the knowledge perspective's desire for precise, even elegant, data 
interpretation. 

2.5 APPLICATION OF PROGRAM EVALUATION TO DECISION MAKING 

A few general points may be made concerning the way in which program evaluation can 
be applied to decision making. First, effective program evaluation nearly always must go 
beyond the identification of outcomeS and effects to describe how these results were 
obtained. Good evaluation not only analyzes success or failure but also explains why a 
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particular program has been successful or unsuccessful. This suggests the importance of 
evaluating processes as well as outcomes. Indeed, many types of public· programs (e.g., 
some educational programs and R&D programs) must be evaluated primarily in terms of 
processes because ultimate outcomes are diffuse, delayed, or otherwise difficult to attri
bute to program activities. · 

Second, decision makers generally want evaluation to assess a range of alternatives that 
they can affect. Yet, traditional program evaluation usually generates information 
which is more appropriate to the simple decision of whether to continue or terminate an 
existing program. Program evaluation is limited in its ability to appraise a wide range of 
decision options because of the difficulty of extrapolation from one set of experiences to 
another. To the extent that existing program activities are ·highly diverse, good evalua
tion may illuminate the relative value of alternative program strategies. In reality 
though, few programs are implemented in a form that satisfies the requirements of good 
experimental, or even quasi-experimental, evaluation designs. As a result; few evalua~ 
tions can provide conclusive informAtion l:l.bout the effectiveness of a wl<'le range of 
policy options, as opposed to persuasive evidence regarding specific programs. Those 
responsibilities are part of what was described earlier as the estimation process. 
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SECTION 3.0 

PRIMER ON EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 

Evaluation subsumes a number of component processes which must be addressed in a 
particular program evaluation study. This chapter provides a brief introduction to those 
processes for those who may be unfamiliar with the essential mechanics of program eval
uation. It considers such issues as evaluability assessment, evaluation design, data re
quirements, and the evaluation of evaluation. 

3.1 EVALUABILITY ASSESSMENT 

The concept of "evaluability assessment" has been proposed by Nay and Kay (1978) as a 
·first step in program evaluation. The overall purpose of. evaluability assessment is to 
decide whether to evaluate, what to evaluate, and how to proceed with the evaluation. 

In' the past decade, large-scale program evaluations, which often were technically com
plex, costly, time-consuming, and disruptive, resulted in little positive effect ·on govern
ment decision making. This experience led to a widespread image among program 
managers of evaluation as expensive, slow, and impractical. Evaluability assessment was 
developed as a response. The essential approach is to define the information require
ments and to structure research to provide incremental information appropriate to the 
varioJ.Js levels of decision making. 

Evaluability assessment serves two purposes. The first is quickly and cheaply identifying 
the questions that further evaluation research can answer. This implies that "the pur
chasers of any evaluation would be better advised to buy information in relatively small, 
sequential steps rather than gamble that one early, predetermined evaluation design will 
result in a useful set of answers to their questions" (Nay and Kay 1978: 245). Second, 
evaluability assessment is designed to focus on the most immediate interests and con
cerns of the program managers. In contrast to the problem of getting managers to con
sider the results of many evaluation studies, evaluability models are intended to draw the 
attention of even high-level decision makers. The evaluability approach is designed to 
illuminate discrepancies between rhetoric and practice, often giving decision mal<ers 
early insights into what the real prui.Jlems of the program are. 

Evaluability assessment may be useful even when it does not result in an evaluable model 
and implementation of the evaluation design. A decision to postpone an ill-framed eval-

- uation, modify the design or implementation of the program, or revise the expectations 
or objectives of program managers are equally valid and important results. 

3.~.1 Procedure fo~ Evaluability Assessment 

Many considerations enter into the decision of whether a particular program should be 
evaluated. Too often this decision is based on incomplete understanding about what in
formation a full-scale program evaluation can and should provide. Evaluability assess
ment tries to answer these questions once a potential program for evaluation has been 
designated. Three general criteria may be considered: program significance, evaluation 
effe~t, and evaluation feasibility (Hatry et al. 1973: 110-111). 
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Program significance determines whether a program is significant enough to w~rrant 
formal evaluation. It considers the requisite investment of resources and the potential . 
need for a higher level of resources. There should be evidence of important costs and 
benefits attached to the programs as well as an indication that they may be performing 
marginally and they may be amenable to major improvements. 

A second set of criteria weighs the potential effect of the evaluation on decision mak
ing. This considers the absence or presence of preconceptions or prejudices by decision 
makers or of political pressures, commitments, or constraints that would preclude any 
effective response to evaluation information. It also encompasses major decisions pen
ding in regard to the continuation, termination, or modification of the program that are 
expected to be made before the evaluation can produce useful results. 

The evaluation feasibility criteria essentially anticipate major obstacles to performing an 
evaluation, such as the availability of adequate data for the PVI.\luation taslm. Similarly, 
the que~tion uf sufflcf~nt resources to satisfy thP t~;>~hnioal requirements of llrt! evalua
liun fs broached. Institutional problems include the political and organizational support 
to ensure that the evaluation can be conducted wit:hout oxaessive interference and suffi
cient program stability so that the program will not change substantially before the eval
uation is completed. 

3.1.2 Development of a Pl'ogram Model 

Evaluation must be based on some model or description of what the program actually has 
accomplished. Often, evaluation studies are based on inarticulated and undocumented 
models of the program retained in the minds of the evaluation clients and the evalua
tors. The problem does not exist necessarily with the inaccuracy of the mental model; 
much more critical is its implicit nature that often inhibits those concerned with the 
evaluation from sharing their assumptions and expectations. Many of the historic fail
ures of program evaluation can be Rttrihuted to ambiguity in the HreHlal mOdels of evalu
ators and clients representing the behAvior o( thti proG'ram, whl!t ~v~luallun InformatiOn 
fs necaed, and how the evalu~;~.tion pronllr>PS: thti information. Ev~luaiJJllty ass~ssment 
g~nerates a model of the program which is explicit and accepted by both clients Rnn 
evaluators. 

F.valuability .assessment develops a model of program behavior by simultaneously gather
ing rhetorical descriptions Ann observinG' the actual prograiu~. The researcher interviews 
progr·am participants and others with some knowledge of the program to obtain descrip
tions of what various parties think the progranr i~ doing. 'I'he researcher or another 
member of the research team also observes the behavior of those involved in the program 
to determine its effect from a relatively impartial viewpoint. The gathering of rhe
torical descriptions and the observation of actuAl behavior theoretically are carried out 
systematically throughout the program by following the chain of command, the flow of 
funds or products, or some other unifying factor; although institutional obstacles often 
intrude (see Elmore 1978). The researcher then synthesizes the information into two 
classes of models, a testable model and an equivalency model. The testable model of the 
program represents the res~;>ar~her's formulation of the rhetur·ical descriptions; i.e., what 

. people say the program is accomplishing. The model is "testable" in the sense that it 
constitutes a set of observations about what is happening that can be tested in some 
verifiable manner. The equivalency model of the program represents the researcher's 
observations of what actually is taking place based on what the program participants 
were observed to be doing rather than on what they said they were doing. "Equivalency" 
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means that the model can be considered equivalent to reality for the purposes of the 
evaluability assessment. 

The next stage in evaluability assessment is the analysis and comparison of the two 
m~dels. First, the models are examined to determine whether the internal structure is 
plausible, whether relevant parts are missing, whether the model is self-consistent; in 
sum, their general validity. Next, comparisons are made between the models and their 
source material to see whether the information has been represented accurately. These 
comparisons insure that the testable model does represent the rhetorical descriptions of 
those interviewed and that the equivalency model is consonant with the observations. 

The last stage of the evaluability assessment compares the testable model with the 
equivalency model to identify the discrepancies between the rhetoric and the reality of 
program behavior as seen by a relatively neutral observer. Assuming no unanswerable 
questions or insufferable obstacles are raised, the differences between the testable and 
equivalency models are reconciled to produce a single "evaluative model" that serves as 
the basis for the design of a formal evaluation·process. The evaluative model represents 
an agreement between the program managers and the evaluators about what is being 
evaluated, how the evaluation is to be done, and what is to be accomplished. 

3.2 BASIC EVALUATION DESIGN 

Evaluation design is a technically demanding task. This section provides a brief synopsis 
of some of the fundamentals of evaluation design. For greater detail, see Hatry et al • 
. (1973), Wholey et al. (1976), and van Manner (1973). 

3.2.1 Considerations Common to All Evaluation Designs 

The basic problem of what we have defined as impact evaluation is to identify effects; 
i.e., events which can be attributed to the action of the program. At the limit, this prob~ 
lem is insoluble. No evaluation measurement can prove beyond question that a govern
ment program caused a particular event that would not have occurred if the program had 
not existed. However, several alternative designs of evaluation research can indicate 
with vArying degrees of confidence that something occurred as a result of a program that 
would not have occurred otherwise. The best of these designs yields information that 
merits a high level of confidence. Evaluation cannot eliminate' uncertainty in gov
ernment decision making, but it can be significantly reduced under some circumstances. 

A formal evaluation should measure a program's performance against a single criterion in 
only the most extenuating circumstances. Criteria of program evaluation should reflect 
the major concerns not only of the evaluation client but of all the important constituents 
in the program. An effective evaluation not only reflects the client's immediate inter
ests but prepAres the client to respond to the demands of other parties interested in or 
affected by the program. Positive and negative externalities must be considered. Some 
evaluations go beyond the immediate issues to anticipate important issues· about the 
program that may be emerging. 

Regardless of what design or method of evaluation is used in an evaluation study, a thor
ough search must be made for plausible explanations of measured changes other than the 
program interventions. Coincidence never can be ruled out completely as the cause of a 
program's apparent outcome. · Numerous alternative explanations of measured effects 
often will exist that need to be examined and accounted for in the final report. 
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Evaiuation often is supported with the expectation that the results can be generalized, 
but their generalization can be both important and frustrating. The temptation is great 
to claim that program X produced certain results in a particular situation, therefore, (1) 
program X will yield similar results when duplicated in a different situation (e.g., another 
city); (2) program Y will yield similar results if modified to make it similar to program X; 
(3) program X will produce similar but greater results when increased in scale to program 
X+; or (4) program X will continue to produce the same results in the future. Unfortu
nately, such extrapolations rarely are valid. As Kline {1978: 13) notes, evaluation differs 
from basic social research mainly in that it is designed to answer specific.programmatic 
questions rather than to support broad generalizations. 

Another general problem is the choice of the time horizon over which a program's effects 
are to be evaluated. There is no inherent reason why the value of a program should be 
judged by the effects demonstrated over a period of six months, five years, or even ten 
years. The time span over which the results of a p1'ogram are measured inevitably is 
dictated by the resources available to carry out the evaluation, the timeliness of the 
resulting information, and the interest of the sponsor. Many public programs produce 
critically important benefits and costs that may not become evident until many years 
after the program is initiated or even terminated. On the other hand, there are impor
tant reasons why a program should operate for a certain period of time before being 
subjected to a formal evaluation. The New Jersey income maintenance experiment is a 
program whose premature evaluation was driven by political expediencies and whose 
evaluations, therefore, were suspect (see Rivlin 1971). 

This problem of long-term effects is particularly perplexing in the evaluation of technol
ogy R&D programs. Not only are the benefits of R&D usually long-term in nature, but 
the results of an R&n program can appear negative right up to a breakthrough or turning 
point if the development of an innovative technology is the program goal. Cost overruns 
and schedule slippages are short-term standards that may be secondary considerations in 

· comparison to the longer term benefits of the R&D process. The delayed effects prol:r 
lem may be particularly pertinent to ·5iolar energy programs. The over·all development 
and diffusion of solar energy systems can have high "front-end" costs ami still produce 
significant but delayed benefits. Relatively short-term evaluations could underestimate 
the long-term value of solar energy programs. Alternatively, evaluation of conventional 
energy resource programs, which compete with solar energy, may demonstrate compara
tively greater near-term benefits while neglecting possible long-term costs, such as re
source depletion or environmental damage. 

A final general problem, endemic with mo<:;t evaluations, is using data not iltlended for 
evaluation. Prospective evaluation designs specify procedures for gathering measure
ment data while the program is in progress. TnP.R.lly, the evaluation design is completed 
and the procedures for data collection are established beforP. the program har. h~~n initi
ated. In practice, how~ver, prospective designs are not always possible and the 
evaluation must depend partly or entirely on existing evidence about the program's per
formance. Though such retrospective evaluations are often necessary and may prove 
valuable, prospective designs are preferable. The key around this dilemma is to pay heed 
to program evaluation while planning the program, in othP.r words, well before· the evalu
ation is initiated. 

3.2.2 Four Basie Evaluation nesigns 

Though many different evaluation designs are possible and every evaluation study in 
operation represents a unique design, we can identify four basic types of evaluation 
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design: pre-experimental designs, the two types of quasi-experimental designs, and the 
true experimental design (Campbell and Stanley 1963). 

The pre-experimental designs are characterized by the observation of program outcomes 
after program actions have occurred and by the absence of any formal control samples to 
contrast with the groups to be observed. The most robust of the pre-experimental de
signs is the one-group, pretest, posttest design: An observation (measurement) o{ the 
evaluation criteria among the program target groups is made prior to the program action; 
the program action is implemented; and another observation of the evaluation criteria is 
taken to see what change has occurred. 

A second pre-experimental design is the static group comparison. Here, observations of 
two groups are made after the program action has been implemented; one group that re
ceived the program treatment and another that did not. The evaluation criteria are corn
pared between the treatment and the nontreatrnent groups. 

From a policy perspective, the weakest form of pre-experimental design, yet the one 
that may represent the most common form of program evaluation, is the case study in 
which the evaluation criteria are determined and applied to the target group after the 
program is already ongoing. Although case studies can be extremely valuable, their in
dividualistic nature vitiates the applicability of their findings to other situations. 

The pre-experimental design is the simplest and most available. Limited time and staff 
may make this design the most practical approach to evaluation. Such an approach may 
be warranted when the program or project is small scale and of short duration. Data 
collection and technical skill requirements usually are minimal. The results of this type 
of evaluation also are the least valid in terms of demonstrating that specific effects 
resulted from program activities. 

Quasi-experimental designs employ more rigorous quantitative means (e.g., statistical 
inference) to induce the effects attributable to program actions than those just discuss
ed. There are two basic quasi-experimental designs: time series designs and comparison 
group designs. · 

The time series design uses a longitudinal series of observations of the evaluation criteria 
in a single target group made at several fixed time intervals both before and after the 
implementation of the program. Time series experiments compare trends in the criteria 
before and after the program action. A variation is the multiple time series design which 
uses simultaneous time series observations for both treatment and nontreatrnent groups. 
The time series design is appropriate when the program is expected to affect behavior 
(i.e., a definite change in a criterion variable). For instance, data for an energy conser
vation program might consist of time-series data showing a change in the rate of energy 
consumption in a target community following the program's introduction. Erratic or 
cyclical behavior in the criteria variables may necessitate careful statistical analy_~;is; 
statistical methodologies have been developed specifically for these purposes. Under 
favorable circumstances, the validity of time-series data may be quite high. The cost is 
moderate depending on the acquisition of data and the technical skills required for data 
analysis. 

The nonequivalent comparison group design applies the evaluation criteria before and 
after the program action has been implemented among both treatment and nontreatrnent 
groups. Groups are chosen that are as similar as possible (e.g., two cities with similar 
demographic and socioeconomic characteristics) but are treated as nonequivalent 
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because selection of the groups is not statistically random. This design compares the 
effectiveness of several alternative program strategies by identifying a separate target 
group for each strategy and assessing the evaluation criteria in each group before and 
after program implementation. The nontreatment group also is measured (see Klitgaard 
1978). 

The comparison group design eliminates coincidental factors that otherwise might be 
attributable to program activities. For example, it may be that the region where- the 
energy conservation program was introduced had an unusually mild winter, thus, making 
it questionable whether reduced energy consumption resulted from the program or simply 
from lessened demand. If a similar nontreatment community existed in the same mete
orological region as the treatment community, data from both communities may indicate 
whether the conservation program affected energy consumption differently than did the 
mild weather. Identification of a comparable community, though, may be difficult. Even 
if a comparable community exists, comparable evR.luRtion data may not be available. 
Costs of this design are moderate. 

The true experimental design uses randomly selected test and control groups to insure 
that the groups are as statistically equivalent as possible. The basic design is the pre
test/posttest, control group design: A test group and a control group are randomly 
selected; the criteria variables are measured in both groups; the test group receives the 
program treatment while the control group does not; and the criteria variables are mea
sured again. ·This design can be modified to test several alternative program strategies 
at once by adding a randomly chosen test group for each alternative strategy. 

The true experimental design is the most difficult of the evaluation programs, but the 
-validity of the results is the highest attainable (Aclnnd 1979). The design is most appro
priate for programs that are intentionally experimental in nature (demonstt·atiuu ur pilot 
programs); that are implemented in small-scale, flexible units (e.g., treatment or service 
programs); and/or that involve high risks and unacceptable uncertainty about potential 
benefits and costs. Generally, such designs are not appropriate to large-seale capital 
investments except when statistical control jurisdictions can be identified. On the other 
hand, the accuracy of experimental designs is balanced by the large number of problems 
that potentially can degrade the quality of the results: the results of a small-scale ex
periment may not reflect what might happen when the program is implemented on a 
large scale; self-selected subjects may not represent the behavior of the general popula
tion; and it may be inappropriate to withhold the program treatment from one group or 
to provide it only on a temporary basis (Rivlin 1971). The costs and required skills of 
experimental designs are substantial because of the effort required to plan nnd manage 
the experiment and to collect and analyze the data. 

3.2.3 Natura&tic Iuyulry 

The above discussion of evaluation design, measurement, and data collection emphasizes 
the use of quantitative techniques. Evaluators increasingly are recognizing, however, the 
utility and even necessity of some of the research methods used in Anthropology, political 
science, sociology, and social psychology. These methods sometimes are called "qualitit
tive," but David Kline argues that "naturalistic inquiry" is more appropriate (Kline 
1978). Whatever its name, the main concern is "to obtain more valid and complete data 
about the phenomenon being studied than can be obtained through the reactive and re
ductive techniques of surveys and experiments" (Kline 1978: Vll-17). Naturalistic in
quiry, thus, plays a valuable role in evaluation research. It can develop knowledge ahout 
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the actual behavior of public programs that cannot be quantitatively calibrated, such as 
the social values underlying a move to decentralized power sources or the quality-of-life 
estimates. In combination with the experimental or quasi-experimental methods men
tioned above, naturalistic inquiry may be valuable in illuminating the reasons why public 
programs perform the way they do. 

There has been a reluctance among many evaluation specialists to employ qualitative 
measures, usually out of concern for internal validity o.f data. Everett Rogers admits 
this has been one of his concerns but that he now views the neglect of qualitative 
methods as wrong: 

[Too] many times we have defined evaluation just to mean quantitative 
evaluation .••• [Yet] we all agree that the quantitative evaluation has to 
be embedded and placed within a larger context. We often ignore that; •.. 
but to most people evaluation has come to mean only the quantitative eval
uation, and that is a terrible mistake. 

Naturalistic inquiry is prone to internal validity and reliability problems, but in the hands 
of a careful researcher, it can suggest many key findings, such as the role that institu
tional biases have in shaping programs and how social and individual values can be 
included. · 

3.2.4 Comparison of Evaluation Designs 

The basic evaluation designs may be selected according to several practical characteris
tics: cost, personnel requirements, validity, time, data collection requirements, program 
scale, management involvement, and impact on decision making. 

The cost of the basic designs generally increases in the order presented: case study, one
group or static comparison groups, time series, nonequivalent comparison groups, and 
true experim~ntal control groups. The technical skills required to perform the evaluation 
also increase in the same order, as well as the time needed to conduct the study and the 
extent and rigor of data collection. 

Very Ja.rge-scale programs usually preclude the use of rigorous experimental designs be
cause of the difficulty of finding equivalent control groups. For example, the federal 
income tax credit for solar energy equipment cannot be evaluated by an experimental 
design because the program applies to the entire national tax-paying population.· A time
series design may be appropriate for some such large:.scale programs, but, in the case of 
solar tax credits, the small baseline and recent rapid growth in solar heating use (stimu
lated in some measure by federal demonstration programs) would make the actual effect 
of the federal tax credit difficult to discern. This problem indicates the difficulty of 
evaluating the effectiveness of any large-scale public program that has not been tested 
first on n pilot basis. 

Management involvement in the planning and execution of the evaluation· study is 
greatest with experimental designs, where the staff has to maintain consistency in the 
performance of the program actions and also may be responsible for the data collection. 

The effect of the evaluation on decision making is a product of the validity, the rele
vance, the receptivity, and the timing of the evaluation results. Experimental designs 
provide the most valid information, but their narrow focus may not be pertinent to the 
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decision maker's needs. Also, the long lead time required to plan, conduct, and analyze 
experiments may mean that the results come too late to be useful. Pre-experimental 
designs may have an impact on policy because they can be done quickly enough to re
spond to immediate interests and are flexible enough to be relevant to a range of con
cerns, but their validity is highly case dependent. The quasi-experimental designs repre
sent a balance between expedience and rigor. 

Another means to assess the relative merits of the basic evaluation designs is to apply 
them to different types of programs. Technology R&D programs notably are difficult to 
evaluate, although case studies may generate some interesting information. Quasi
experimental or experimental studies may be useful in examining generic R&D processes 
but might not indicate the effectiveness of specific R&D programs. Commercialization 
programs are suited to both quasi-experimental and experimental approaches to evalua
tion. Demonstration programs are intrinsica11y experimental in nature and can utilize 
experimental designs. Information, communication, education, and financial programs 
may be evaluated by either experimental or quasi-experimental methods, depending on 
what is most appropriate for particular programmatic needs. Legal restrR.ints and scaling 
problems usually make experimental evaluation of regulatory programs infeasible. Non
equivalent comparison group designs may be most practical for evaluating state and local 
regulatory programs. Public works programs involving large-scale capital investments 
may be evaluated with comparison group and time series methods. 

3.3 MEASUREMENT 

A necessary feature of any program evaluation is some form of measurement of the pro
gram's effects. This section briefly reviews the concepts of what measurement Is and 
the basic criteria of measurement quRlity-rP.liability and validity (Kline 1978: X-7 
through X-12). 

Reliability is associated with consistency of results and is based on stability, equivalenl!e, 
and internal consistency. Stability is the tendency of a given test (measurement tech
nique) to produce the same result when repeated under the same conditions. Equivalence 
is the tendency of different forms of the same test administered simultaneously to pro
duce the same result. Internal consistency is the capacity of different parts or items of 
the same test (split-half or odd-even) to measure consistently when simultaneously 
administered. 

Validity is the relationship between the measurement and thP. actual property of the 
lhlng measured. There are four major tests of validity: content, concurrent, predictive, 
and constructive. Content validity depends on how well the test reprPsP.nt5 the oontent 
of ills sulJject. For example, does an examination in American history really measure 
knowledge of Ame•icw1 history? Concurrent validity asks how well the test results con
form to some other accepted performance standards; e.g., does a dynamometer test mea
sure an automobile's fuel economy under actual driving conditions? Predictive validity is 
a function of how well the test results predict future performance; e.g., do scores on the 
Law School Admission Test predict student performance in law school? Constructive 

·validity examines how Well the test results conform with the predictions of theory. An 
illustration: if current motivational theory predicts that people who live in glass houses 
are unlikely to throw stones, does a survey of residents of various types of houses indi
cate a high correlation betwe~n glass house dwelling and absence of stone-throwing 
behavior? 
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The above estimates deal with what is known generally as internal validity (i.e., the 
authenticity of measurement in relation to the thing measured). Another important con
cern of evaluation research is the generalizability of the results of an evaluation study to 
other situations or external validity. Threats to external validity are just those factors 
that make the evaluated program incomparable to other, similar activities. Ways to 
increase external validity include evaluating the program under as natural and unobtru
sive conditions as possible, evaluating activities that are typical of program activities 
elsewhere, evaluating a wide variety of program activities or projects to measure the 
effects of a diversity of conditions that may exist in other situations. Increased experi
mental control tends to decrease external validity as it increases internal validity 
(Rutman 1977: 35-36). 

3.4 DATA CONSIDERATIONS 

Data collection and definition are necessary for the measurement of program results. 
For convenience sake, one can identify five basic data collection procedures: interview
ing; self-reporting; observing; unobtrusive measuring; and mechanical or electronic re
cording. The first three are known as direct or obtrusive procedures because the subject 
is aware of their application. · 

Interviewing involves the direct questioning of subjects from whom information is sought 
iil either ~cheduled standardized, unscheduled standardized, or unstructured formats. In 
a standardized interview, the interviewers ask every subject the same set of questions. 
In ·a scheduled interview, the questions are written out in advance and the interviewers 
read the questions in exactly the same way to every subject. In an unscheduled standard
ized interview, the topics to be covered are established in advance, but the interviewer 
has flexibility in how the questions are posed and may ask the subject to clarify or 
expand on answers. In an unstructured interview, only the general theme or topic is 
established in advance; the interviewer and subject pursue issues as they develop. 

Self-reporting permits the ·research subjects to provide information without an inter
viewer present. Self-reporting instruments include questionnaires, report forms, and 
standardized tests. Questions and test items may be structured many different ways to 
provide information suitable to a variety of scales and measures. 

Observing is a third data collection procedure. The researcher observes subject behavior 
or activity and measures it either by counting or judgment. For example, evaluating 
teacher performance using direct observation might involve counting the frequency of a 
set of classroom events such as the number. of students called on in a period. Observa
tion also might use subjective judgment reported on some pre-established scale. 

The three direct methods of data collection have the disadvantage that all might con
ceivably affect the behavior they intend to measure, the so-called "Hawthorne" effect. 
Unobtrusive measuring sometimes is used to control the biasing effects of direct proce
dures. Census information, reports, and trade statistics are common forms of unobtru
sive procedures. An anonymous observation, such as traffic flow, is another ·example. 
Mechanical or· electronic recording may be used as either obtrusive or unobtrusive 
procedures. 

The determination of what data should be collected and analyzed is more important than 
the rnettliS of data collection. For n number of reasons (e.g., costs, expediency), evalua
tions often are based upon readily available data that already have been collected. In 
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many such cases, insufficient attention is paid to whether the data are suitable for the 
evaluation task; convenience takes precedence over rigor. At times, this situation 
cannot be avoided, but, when it occurs, it should be recognized and the appropriate re
servations inserted. For evaluations in which time and resource constraints are less de
manding, data generation should be part of the evaluation design and considerable effort 
expended towards making certain that the data fit the evaluation requirements. In these 
cases, care need be taken that the data definition task is solidly grounded in a theoretical 
framework or risk the pell-mell and expensive collection of data that later prove of dubi
ous value (de Neufville 1978: 1 72). The history of the social indicators effort illustrates 
the danger of collecting data that lack a theoretical underpinning (Sheldon and Freeman 
1970; Bauer, ed. 1968). Hard questions-such as what is the objective of this evalua
tion? What theories are applicable and why? What data reflect the theory? And, how do 
these data fit into the evaluation design?-must be a.nswered before beginning the data 
collection. · 

3.5 EVALUATION DESIGN AND WORK PLAN 

Evaluation studies require careful, methodical planning. "The result of unplanned evalua
tion programs has been a proliferation of noncomparable, poorly designed studies with 
little or no policy relevance" (Wholey et al. 1976: 46). lc'leally, evaluation planning begins 
before the program is initiated and extends to a detailed work plan for executing a spe
cific evaluation study. In their study of federal evaluation policy, Wholey et al. (1976) 
made several recommendations for developing evaluation work plans. Among others, 
they suggested that approved evaluation plans should be required at the beginning of each 
fiscal year as a condition for authority to spend evaluation funds; that evaluation work 
plans should cover a two- to three-year period and shoulcf nefine (1) specific quc~tions to 
be answered on the effectiveness of selected programs and the dRtes by which answerfi 
are nee~e~, (2) estimated cost of each study and resources available for the studies, (3) 
agency priorities among studies listed, and (4) ·important questions that will not be ad
dressed; and that an assessment of methodological feasibility be conducted possibly in 
terms of the probable value of findings, comparability with related evaluations, and use
fulness relative to other proposed studies. 

Chemlimsky's report on evaluation by federal agencies recommended that evaluators be 
involved in program planning activities and that local practitioners be included in the 
planning, design, and development stages of programs to ensure that evaluation criteria 
reflect the interests of all the participants. Similarly, cognizant congressional staff 
should be involved in planning for major program evaluations to encourage clarification 
of legislative objectives and increase congressional use of evaluation findings 
(Chemlinsky 1977: 49). 

Nay and Ka.y assert that thP. evaluation design for a particular study needs to be trans
lated into a detailed work plan that specifies the boundaries of the system to be evaluat
ed; the testable model, which includes the client's understanding of the system to be 
evaluated and what it expects to learn from the evaluation; the evaluable measurement 
model, which indicates the relevant variables and how they will be analyzed; the analysis 
plan; the data collection and measurement plans; the information to be produced, includ
ing the form and media for communicating the final results of the evaluation; and the 
budget (Nay and Kay 1978: 102-123; also see Walling et al. 1978). 
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3.6 COMMUNICATION OF EVALUATION RESULTS 

The key requirement for communicating evaluation study results is the written report, 
which should cover the evaluation, background, statement of rationale, purpose and ob
jectives, program description, and methodology. The key sections are, of course, the t 

analysis of results and the policy recommendations that can be deduced (Kline 1978: 
X-18). Agencies involved in the activities being evaluated should be permitted-indeed, 
encouraged-to review evaluation findings prior to publication and should be given rea
sonable opportunity to respond. 

The communication of evaluation results too often ends with submission of a lackluster, 
written submission to the client. This may be one cause for the uncertain reputation of 
evaluation results. Since the essential purpose of evaluation is to inform program man
agers, research products that are not communicated effectively should not be considered 
complete. Written reports should be composed and edited carefully to be as understand
able and useful to the client as possible. In addition to written reports, oral briefings and 
other presentation formats can be used to increase the dissemination and impact of the 
evaluation (Meltsner 1979). 

Evaluations usually are prepared with the intention that they are public documents and 
free from agency censorship. With some special exceptions for national security, evalua
tion reports cannot be legitimately sequestered. Still, public agencies should be aware 
that even draft evaluation reports rarely ·can be kept confidential. While evaluators must 
guard their independence and prior restraint on the publication of evaluation results, they 
also must protect the legitimate privacy or confidentiality of some sources of 
information. The ethical standards for evaluators should be viewed as stringently as 
those for journalists, lawyers, or physicians. 

In general, the purpose of program evaluation is to evaluate programs, not people. The 
information an evaluator gathers about individuals usually should be considered privileged 
unless there is an overriding public interest in its disclosure. Promises of confidentiality 
should be made only when necessary and, having been made, should be honored. On the 
other hand, public programs are public business with few exceptions. Protecting govern
ment officials from public embarrassment as a result of their official performance is not 
part of the evaluator's job. The evaluator's role is to assist his client in obtaining and 
analyzing accurate, fair, and reliable information about the consequences and value of 
government activities. If officials are embarrassed by such information, the fault is 
more theirs than the evaluator's. 

Important evaluation findings should be communicated to as wide an audience as can 
benefit from them, which often lies beyond the domain of the immediate sponsor of the 
research. · Indeed, open publication of evaluations is often a contractual requirement. 
Findings that are relevant to the public management or to social science literature 
should be published in appropriate joumals. Evaluation results that are germane to crit
ical issues of public importance should be communicated to popular media. For example, 
the press reported a number of evaluations of the President's Domestic Policy Review on 
Solar Energy. 

3.7 META-EVALUATION: EVALUATING EVALUATION 

Evaluation itself should be no les.c; subject to critical evaluation than any other publicly 
funded activity, for it is consciously designed to address public problems. Several impor
tant desiderata are used· to assess evaluation results, including internal and external 
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validity, evaluation data and methodology, and evaluation relevance to and influence 
.upon program management and public policy (which includes the effectiveness of the 
communication of its findings). 

The performance standards of professional evaluators (as implied by journal publications) 
may not be the best guide to the real quality of evaluation results if the ultimate objec
tive is to influence public policy. In that case, the final judges of the evaluation research 
are the clients and consumers of th~ work itsP.lf. Tn some cases, the r-esults could be 
immediate, as was the case of the critical evaluations of performance contracting in 
education, in which program managers moved quickly to correct the abuses revealed by 
Carpenter and Hall (1971). In other cases, the results may be longer in coming if, as 
Weiss (1977) suggests, policy makers primarily Use evaluation studies as a general source 
of good ideas and orientations. The methodological and policy debates engehd~red by 
documents, such as the Coleman report on school desegregRtinn (Coleman At Rl. 1966), 
can only bode well for all evaluation efforts (see Mosteller and Moynihan, eds. 1972), 
both from policy and meta-evaluation perspectives. 
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SECTION 4.0 

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF PROGRAM EVALUATION 

This section reviews the basic requirements for the organization and management of 
program evaluation activities. The major issues considered are the evaluation personnel, 
sponsorship and funding, use of internal versus external evaluators, timing of evaluation, 
and confidentiality. The emphasis is on the essential requirements for organizing and 
conducting formal evaluation as well as many of the practical problems of evaluation. 

4.1 EVALUATION PERSONNEL 

Personnel are the key element to evaluation. Evaluation iS not a process that can be 
delegated to computers or routine procedures. The core of any useful evaluation is 
human judgment of process, effect, and value. 

Despite the crucial importance of the personal qualifications of effective evaluators, the 
evaluation literature pays scant attention to qualifications. Therefore, a series of inter
views with evaluation experts focused particular attention on the necessary characteris
tics of evaluation personnel, specifically the professional skills and human resources they 
would seek if they were establishing a solar energy program evaluation group and the 
necessary characteristics for an evaluation manager. Although the experts' specific 
prescriptions varied, there were numerous points of consensus. First, the interviewees 
indicated that an effective evaluation group needs to be multidisciplinary, representing a 
balanced diversity of training and experience. Some emphasized that by multidiscipli
nary they do not mean generalists but a group of experts who are thoroughly trained in 
their particular discipline yet able to communicate effectively with each other. Eco
nomics, political science, and sociology were the disciplines most often referenced; sur
vey research, quantitative analyses, and a familiarity with technology were the skills 
cited as being especially useful. 

Although those interviewed' saw a need for a variety of disciplinary and professional spe
cialists, most placed priority on a more generic set of professional skills, combining 
intelligence, an mderstanding of causal relationships, skills in basic evaluation methodol- . 
ogies, and an appreciation of organizational and managerial behavior, especially how·they 
affect the programs. Most of the experts interviewed stated. that the important qualifi
cations for effective evaluators are based more on innate ability and proven experience 
than on formal credentials. Victor Berlin of the National Bureau of Standards summa
rized what many of the experts expressed in terms of evaluation skills: 

Do you know how to go out into the real world and deal with people and 
find out what their needs are, find out very carefully how the systems 
work, how they interact? Can you convey back to people and communicate 
with people who are not in your discipline ••• exactly how things work and 
what the limitations are.? Do you know how to build a coalition around a 
project, build a constituency? Do your know how to work through an orga
nization, trace through an organization or an agency or an industry and find 
out how it works, find out how the functional elements of it work? 

It's someone who has probably worked in and had engineering, psychology, 
sociology, political science, and systems work ..•• They have to be smart 
and they have to be open-minded. They have to be entrepreneurial, risk 
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takers. Those are the characteristics that are important. They have to be 
able to get into an area fairly quickly, read up on it, understand 
it .••• People who know how to write well-they've got to write really 
well. They have to be good at communicating. They have to be careful, 
they have to be politically sensitive. I can list the qualities; you find the 
person. If they have the qualities, fine. It doesn't matter what their back
ground is. I think the person is more important than the label. 

The qualifications mentioned for an evaluation manager of solar technology programs 
emphasized the demonstrated capability to organize and manage; good evaluators are not 
automatically good managers. They should possess excellent technical skills and a thor
ough knowledge of evaluation theory and practice. Finally, they should be able to frame 
issues in terms of public policy problems Rnd solutions. There was a general consensus 
that the knowledge of specific solar technologies was Jess .important than the nbove qual
ities; knowledge of solar technology was viewed as an expertise that could be readily 
acquired or derived from outside sources. One expert went so far as to argue that solar 
energy technologists should be excluded from a primary role in solar progrAm ~;;'Valuation 
for two reason~. First, they are likely to have established associations with particular 
technologies which might bias their assessments. Second, program evaluation tends to be 
a "high mortality" profession. Critical evaluations can be politically embarrassing, which 
could be damaging to technical specialists who might be more vulnerable to negative 
career impacts from controversial evaluations rather than professional program evalu
ators who could more easily shift their skills from solar energy to other program areas if 
necessary. Given that technical skills are of some importance, these negative effects 
should be minimized by locating such individuals in professional evaluation groups, such 
as the GAO or university-based organizations. 

4.2 SPON&JRSHIP 

We can identify five basic arrangements for the sponsorship and financial support of 
~valuation studies. .First, a giyen agency can provide sole support for evaluation activi
ties within its purview. Alternatively, the agency could provide support for administra
tion and some continuing features of program evaluation, but specific evaluation projects 
would be funded by external sources. Third, the agency may participate with other agen
cies in a research consortium, with shared support. Fourth, the ·agency might contract to 
have the evaluation performed by an independent research organization. Last, the evalu
ation group can be made strictly accountable to an independent, outside organization 
(Twain 1975: 33-34). The money for the evaluations ~An come from the norm.al budget 
requests, special ad hoc appropriations (e.g., a presidential task force), discretionary 
funds, a special agency "tax" designed to support program evaluation, or A.n outside orga· 
nization <~.g., NSF). 

No single arrangement for organizational responsibility is suitable for all situations, but 
as a general rule of thumb, "In most cases [operating agency heads] should assign overall 
responsibility for conducting the evaluation to a unit at a higher organizational level than 
the program being evaluated" (Hatry et al. 1973: 114). 

The total budget for program evaluation is difficult to prescribe; it may range from 1% 
to 15% of total program funds, depending on the requirements for evaluation and the 
nature of the particular program. 
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4.3 USE OF INTERNAL VS. EXTERNAL EVALUATORS 

An important practical issue in the organization of evaluation studies is the use of inter
nal evaluators versus evaluators from outside the agency or program being reviewed 
(Hatry et al. 1973: 117-119). External evaluators may be from either universities or pri
vate research organizations or they may be government employees from an independent 
agency charged with evaluating public programs, such as the GAO or the Congressional 
Budget Office. External consultants, especially those outside the government~ may serve 
as supplementary labor for tasks that may not warrant a full-time staff person, such as 
designing and conducting a survey instrument. An external consultant may offer training 
and criticism to an internal evaluation staff on evaluation studies. Finally, the external 
consultant may assume the full responsibility to design and execute program evaluations. 

The use of external evaluators has both advantages and disadvantages, the key criteria 
being efficiency, effectiveness, and credibility. In regard to efficiency, external evalua
tors may have special skills, resources, and experiences that may enable them to produce 
useful evaluation results with less investment of time and money than an in-house 
review. Especially where evaluation contracts are awarded through competitive bids, 
more efficient evaluation services may be obtained. However, sometimes the costs of 
using an external evaluator may be greater than an internal evaluation because the out
sider needs additional time to become familiar with the program and the organization. 
This is particularly relevant for evaluations where time horizons are immediate. 

The use of external evaluators may improve the effectiveness of evaluation studies in 
several ways. The skills, resources, and experience of the external evaluator may be 
superior to what is available within the agency. The naivete of the external evaluator 
regarding the program actually may be an advantage when the evaluation requires an 
impartial observer in order to gain credence. In addition, the independence or neutrality 
of the external evaluator may reduce possible resistance of program personnel to assist
ing the evaluation. Also, external evaluators may be able to communicate results to 
program officials more directly and more frankly than could internal staff. 

Alternatively, reliance on an external evaluator might reduce the effectiveness of the 
evaluation in some ways. The external evaluator may not have an accurate perspective 
on the program and decision-making processes. As an outsider, the external evaluator 
might be perceived as more threatening to the internal group and, hence, could face 
increased ·resistance to the evaluation from program personnel. And the lack of a con
tinuing relationship of external evaluators with program o-fficials could mean that the 
evaluators will not be in a position to promote the use of evaluation results in subsequent 
decision making. 

Credibility or relative objectivity may be the issue most commonly associated with ex
ternal evaluators. Credibility goes beyond objectivity. Unobjective evaluators stand to 
lose their credibility, but relatively unbiased, candid internal evaluators may lack credi
bility simply because of the appearance of their relationship with those in positions of 
authority. The "where you stand depends on where you sit" syndrome is hardly clear
cut. Private consultants often are concerned about their future work with the agency 
and are so hesitant to be disruptive that they, in effect, can be "bought"; government 
evaluation offices and agencies are likely to be rewarded for critical evaluations. Thus, 
both groups' credibilities and priorities are questionable. In theory, the external eval
uator starts out with a greater degree of independence and, hence, credibility; but credi
bility ultimately becomes a product of the reputation and record of particular individuals 
and organizations, whether internal or external. 
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4.4 TIMING OF EVALUATION 

The timing of evaluation in relation to government decision processes is one of the most 
important concerns of evaluation management. Ideally, evaluation should be planned to 
respond not just to the issues of the moment but to future questions, problems, and 
developments. 

One of the serious problems in the timing of evaluation is that the effective demand for 
evaluation in some program areas is virtually nonexistent until a crisis occurs. In such 
instances, the planning and execution necessary for thorough evaluation cannot be per
formed and the imperative for any evaluation takes precedence, almost certainly result
ing in an tmsatisfactory-if not erroneous-evaluation. At such a critical juncture, poor 
program evaluations offer too little too late to save the program and do nothing to en
hance the relevance and credibility of evaluation activities themselves. This was ccr-· 
tainly the case when the Nixon administration demanded an evaluation of the New Jersey 
income maintenance experiment before it was completed (see Rivlin 1971). Thus, it is 
both methodologically preferable and practically politic for program managers to initiate 
evaluation plans and procedures at the inception of their programs as preparation for the 
inevitable day when they are called upon to explain their activities and justify their con
tinued budget. 

The recently completed evaluation of the Energy Extension Service (EES) pilot program 
may be a successful example of an anticipatory strategy for evaluation. The EES evalua
tion was initiated by the program managers in anticipation of a future dem8nd for a crit
ical appraisal of the pilot phase of the EES program before the program would be given 
full-scale funding and established for all states. This decision was made at a time when 
Congress was not only enthusiastic about the pilot program but requested budget propos
als for a full-scale EES program prior to the evaluation of the pilot phase. More recently 
though, Congress was considerably more critical and questioned Whether the EES pro
gram should be continued at all. Whatever the technical results of the EES evaluation, it 
already appears to be prescient in terms of timing a.nd foresight. This experience could 
be an important model for solar energy program evaluation, assuming that the EES pro
gram is sufficiently isomorphic to be relevant to other solar technology programs. 

Lastly, an agency should resist the premature evaluation of a new program for fear that 
it might stifle creativity and reduce the number of expected, and even necessary, mis
takes that one associates with any new and tmcertain endeavor. In essence;a new pro
gram merits the right to succeed before being evaluated as a failure (deLeon 1978). 

4.5 CONFIDENTIALITY 

Confidentiality in the performance of program evaluation is an issue not only guided by 
professional standards but also mandated by law. At the federal level, the Freedom of 
Information Act and the Privacy Act govern the gathering, use, and reporting of informa
tion in evaluation studies. At the state level, similar laws exist that may be more or less 
stringent in many cases than the federal codes. 

The evaluator's responsibilities combine some aspects of the roles of journalists, physi
cians, and lawyers. Evaluators have the professional obligation to withhold information 
under certain circumstances as well as to disclose information under other sets of cir
cumstances. At present, evaluators have not had the time nor incentive to codify a body 
of experiences and distill an ethical standard, although some attempts have been made 
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(see Operations Research 1971 for a critical assessment of a policy debate). The crea
tion of professional ethos, standards, behavior, expectations, and sanctions will be a fu
ture major issue that could have an effect on solar energy evaluation. This existing 
ambiguity lends weight to a recurring theme in this report, that evaluation-for all the 
time and money expended and reports issued-is still inchoate and rapidly evolving. To 
demand or expect hard rules of behavior or _procedure is currently impractical and 
impolitic. . 

4.6 PRACTICAL EVALUATION PROBLEMS 

Thus far, this report has concerned evaluation desiderata that, although pressing, were 
somewhat technical and removed from operational difficulties. There is another class of 
evaluation difficulties-the everyday realities of evaluation that go beyond textbook 
prescriptions of classifications, measures, and procedures. Evaluation requires direct 
involvement with real people in functioning organizations, each with its own frailties, 
each may appear to be doing unproductive tasks for irrational reasons. In this mundane 
context, evaluation attempts include formulating rational judgments based on criteria of 
quality, equity, and effectiveness. This section discusses some of the practical aspects. 

4.6.1 Needs and Purposes 

About a decade ago, the relationship between universities and their local communities 
became a typical concern in higher education. Manifesting this, the administrators of a 
psychiatric college and teaching hospital in Canada decided to engage in a more active 
contribution to the welfare of the surrounding community. A study was made to deter
mine what new service the hospital could provide to the community. Upon examination, 
it was learned that the community had the highest suicide rate in all of Canada, a serious 
community problem that the hospital seemed ideally qualified to address. Based on a 
program that had been tried elsewhere, the hospital decided to organize a 24-hour "crisis 
clinic" where potential suicide victims could receive emergency treatment to resolve the 
immediate crisis and where they could be directed into some longer term therapy. 

A year after the crisis clinic had been in operation, new public health statistics showed 
that the city's suicide rate had increased significantly. The administrators of the crisis 
clinic treated this as evidence that some new factor had been introduced to exacerbate 
the already serious suicide problem. Because prevention of suicide was their goal, the 
administrators investigated the cause of the reported increase in suicides, expecting that 
their program might have to be expanded and otherwise improved. The study disclosed 
that the primary cause for the increase in the number of reported suicides was the crisis 
clinic itself. The clinic quickly had become recognized throughout the community as a 
valuable institution with a staff known to assist those who came to the clinic in resolving 
whatever their problems were. However, like any institution, the crisis clinic had regula
tions, one being that the potential patient had to show evidence of .suicidal tendencies to 
be eligible for the clinic. Many of the city's disadvantaged population, therefore, simu
lated suicidal acts-slashing their wrists or taking drug overdoses-as a means of quali
fying for help from the crisis clinic. People who could not pay their electric bills, people 
who were ill and could not get medical care, people whose dogs had run away-people 
with any kind of problem who could not get help from other public agencies-would fake 
a suicide attempt so that they could be admitted to the crisis clinic. Unfortunately, 
many of these simulated suicide acts were inadvertantly successful; hence, the increase 
in the rate of suicide in the city. Following the investigation, the crisis clinic was 
closed. 
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This episode presents four observations that are germane to program evaluation. First, 
good intentions are no guarantee of good results. Merely because a program is designed 
to serve the public interest or because program staff think it is serving the public inter
est are insufficient reasons to assume that the program actually is serving the public in
terest. Objectives need to be defined against which program results can be assessed, not 
wished. 

A second observation is that success can be illusionary. Programs may be enormously 
successful in meeting their immediate operational objectives but still be counterproduc
tive in their effect on larger goals. Within a narrow context (e.g., patients treated), the 
crisis clinic program was a great success; but within the context of the entire communi
ty, the program was a failure. 

The third possible lesson for evaluators is that things are not always what they seem. 
The crisis clinic was an institution denica:ted to the prevention of suicide, but it per
formed a variety of social functions only indirectly related to suicide. Not only were the 
staff's perceptions of the clinic different from the clients' perceptions of the e!lini~, but 
the staff's perceptions of the clients' perceptions were erroneous in a way that proved 
literally fatal. A social system is a complex, dynamic system that is capable of creating 
new and different problems. Over time, the system strives to attain some sort of dy
namic equilibrium. To treat a single problem, such as suicide, without a full appreciation 
of the contextual intricacies and interrelationships of the system is a risk to the d~licate 
systemic equilibrium and possibly results in worse conditions than initially encountered. 
All these lead to a last observation that there is no· substitute for an accurate assess
ment. The basic goal of program evaluation-whether formal or informal-is to deter
mine what is going on, why, and what can be done to correct possible problems. Models, 
interviews, surveys, and data all may Rin ltnderstanding of what a program is doing I:Jul, if 
they do not lead ultimately to an accurate accounting, they are merely empty techniques 
and may be even worse if they obscure what is really happening. In the case of the crisis 
clinic, the cure was in fact exacerbating the disease. 

4.7 PROGRAM EVALUATION IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS 

One of' the major obstacles to effectiveness of the program evaluation in affecting policy 
decisions is the lack of integration of program evRluation with other elements of the 
policy process. Evaluation results rarely are used to design new programs. Many pro
grams never are evaluated because there is no demand to do so; hence, there is no oppor
tunity to learn from them. Other programs escape evaluation because they literally are 
set in concrete (e.g., super highways and irrigation projects) so that their faults would be 
nearly impossible to correct. 

4.7 .1 Reasons Why Evaluations Are Not Done 

Although the number of evaluations is large and increasing, the existing amount of evalu
ation work still is slight compared to the total expense invested in specific public poli~i es 
and prograrns. There are many reasons why evaluations are not done more comprehen
sively and more frequently. The most obvious is that the long-term benefits of evalua
tions to program managers and decision makers have been less persuasive than their 
short-term costs in terms of scarce resources. The value of evaluations has not been 
demonstrated, especially to the policy makers whose perspective rarely extends beyond 
the next fiscal year. This opinion is not altogether unsubstantiated, especially when the 
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quality of past evaluation work in terms of validity, relevance, timeliness, and results, 
often has been substandard. Program evaluation is undercut by program managers who 
are prone to argue that "the value of my program cannot be measured." Again, they are 
not necessarily being obdurate; what can be measured often is limited and may not be 
relevant to pressing decisions. Program evaluations can be and often are controversial. 
Evaluations can be threatening to many vested interests and organizations, a condition 
which makes evaluation that much more difficult. Finally, it must be realized that eval.;.. 
uation under the best of circumstances is a difficult art. Government agencies often 
lack personnel who are skilled in formal evaluation techniques and analysis. Even when 
staff have some relevant training and experience, they may not have the specialized 
skills required to carry out a full-scale evaluation. Under these constraints, it is hardly 
surprising that evaluation is not more widely accepted and practiced (adapted from Hatry 
et al. 1973: 20-21). 

4.7 .2 The Psyehological Obstaeles to Evaluation 

Evaluations interact strongly with human perceptions and motivations. Sensitive evalua
tors must understand the significance of human behavior at the individual level, at the 
organizational, social, and political levels, and even their own personal behavioral 
patterns. 

Evaluation often is perceived as a critical, destructive procedure and, therefore, is re
sisted by the organization and personnel being subjected to evaluation. The professional 
reluctance on the part of the staff is reinforced by the societal condemnation of 
failure. If the staff views evaluation as leading to the detection-indeed, the certifica
tion-of their personal and programmatic shortcomings, then the evaluator is forced to 
work in a psychologically hostile environment. This is the psychological reality in whi'ch 
many evaluations are conducted, a condition that makes a balanced evaluation more 
difficult than would be the case if the evaluation were perceived in a more beneficial or 
at least benign mode (see Campbell 1969 or Campbell in Caro, ed. 1971). 

Another possible basis for the psychological resistance to evaluation is the need to main
tain a set of consistent intentions or orientations or, put another way, to avoid cognitive 
dissonance (Festinger 1957). Simply put, people are more likely to remain in familiar 
behavior patterns, to do what they do (or know) best. If evaluation results threaten to 
undermine these patterns, to force them to confront dissonant information, then they 
will go to great lengths to avoid such a conflict even if it requires a conscious distortion 
of reaii ty (see Steinbruner 197 4). Organizations are no less willing to distort or subvert 
reality to fit their own particular needs (Janis and 1'4_ann 1977). 

The enumeration of psychological barriers to evaluation does not demonstrate or even 
suggest that they are foreboding obstacles to all evaluations. Rather, they illustrate the 
kinds of human motivation problems that evaluators need to consider when formulating 
and conducting program evaluations. Fundamentally, program evaluation is an intensely 
humanistic enterprise, much more complex than simple measurement, collection, and 
analysis of data. 

4.7 .3 Evaluation for the "Wrong" Reas0m; 

All the rhetoric about the important needs for evaluation found in literature on the sub
ject may obscure the fact that evaluation occasionally is done for reasons that stand in 
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opposition to its nominal purpose. Edward Suchman identified five common reasons
what he called "covert purposes"-for doing program evaluations, which have little to do 
'with evaluaton per se. 

Such man refers to the first of these as "eyewash" or the deliberate focus on the surface 
appearance of a program to make it appear better than it is, while the second is the pro
verbial "whitewash" or an attempt to cover up program failures. Other misuses of evalu
ation include the "submarine" (i.e., the political use of research to destroy a program), 
"posture" (evaluation research undertaken only because it was a precondition), and "post
ponement" or using evaluation to delay action (Suchman 1972: 81). 

The enumeration of these excuses for evaluation is not meant to suggest they are without 
political and even programmatic merit. Often, a postponement can serve everybody's 
best interests by defuSing a volatile issue. The point hP.rP. i~ not the relative merits of 
such tactics, rather that the tactics should not be used as reasons to initi.AtP. formal eval
uations because their underlying purposes are at odds with the objectives of evaluation. 

4_.7 .4 Ambiguity of Political Decision Making 

Pluralistic decision making is inevitably rooted in compromise. Inconsistent political 
interests often combine to create a particular government program representing diverse 
goals. The result is that the objectives found in legislative and executive mandates for 
government programs can be ambiguous and occasionally contradictory, thus providing 
the evaluator scarce measures of understanding the program's objectives and few mea
sures against which the program can be evaluated. From the evaluator's point-of-view, 
the problem is: 

[al lack of clarity and consensus on the objectives of government 
programs. Too often ob.iectives are utopian, and they are usually vague. In 
many instances, progTams are stAted in such convolHted prose that there is 
no way of telling except for intuitive feeling whether their objectives ar.e 
accomplished <:Jr not. The p1•ogt·am authorization process itself involves 
compromise among opposing positions. These are reflected in ambiguous 
program objectives. (Chelimsky 1977: 34) 

The ambiguity of legislative goals is an integral feature of the legislative process, an 
inevitable by-product of compromise and coalition-building which are usually necessary 
for the passage of important legislation. The solution to thP. problem of legislative 
vagueness will not be found in the political process itself, although some efforts are 
underway to persuade legislators to define program goals more explicitly and even to 
designate some evaluation metrics. This was the thrust of much testimony offered dur
ing the 1978 hearings on the federal "sunset" act (U.S. Senate Subcommittee 1977). 
There is no easy solution to this problem of ambiguous rhetoric given the pluralistic 

· nature of the political system. The only conclusion one can draw is that this condition 
'increases the difficulties faced by the program evaluator. 

4.8 THE MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT OF EVALAUTION 

In practice, the management environment is replete with institutional problems that 
J must be considered for program evaluation. For instance, although evaluators and pro

gram officials need to cooperate in conducting an evaluation, a critical tension can easily 
exist between them over the control of the evaluation process. Evaluators tend to resent 
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administrative interference in the design and execution of the evaluation, while adminis
trators justifiably worry about how the evaluators will disturb the operations of their 
program, not to mention what evaluators might uncover. On a lower level, program staff 
are likely to protect themselves and the program from potential criticism by censoring, 
sequestering, or seriously biasing information that evaluators request, thereby making 
the already difficult evaluation effort even harder. 

Data collection requirements may appear to program staff simply to be more unneces
sary paperwork, with the result that information may be reported inaccurately, or some
times not at all, as a low priority item unless it jibes with the institutional perspective. 
Likewise, program staff undoubtedly will place their service obligations ahead of their 
evaluation requirements. The evaluation could be subverted further should the staff 
decide to change the program activities without informing the evaluator. Different work 
schedules and methods may result in friction between program staff and evaluators. 
Evaluators may keep irregular hours while the staff works actively on a fixed schedule. 
This condition could be aggravated by status conflicts that could arise between evalu
ators and program staff. Evaluators and ·staff are likely to have ·very different academic 
and professional backgrounds. Either may be guilty of parochialism which may easily 
lead to a lack of respect for the professionalism of the other. Finally, the publication of 
evaluation results may lead. to conflicts between evaluators and program officials over 
content and credit (Caro, ed. 1971: 10-12). 

Again, these issues do not permit ready resolution because of the very nature of evalua
tion exercises and organizations. At the least, they can be recognized and explicitly 
confronted. At best, they can be ameliorated by the close and active cooperation of the 
program manager and the evaluation group leader. If these two can agree, then their 
cooperation might extend to members of their respective organizations. 

4.9 THE USE OF EVALUATION RESULTS 

A major concern of those skilled in evaluation is the difficulty often experienced in 
bringing the results of the evaluation to the attention of decision makers. The results of 
much of the evaluation work that has been done have not been useful and understandably 
have not been used. While there. was general recognition that this condition exists, there 
is disagreement over whether it is deserved. John Ware is skeptical about the utility of · 
many evaluation studies: · 

I just find it very discouraging. I often hear people like heads of 
[evaluation] departments ••• being asked, "Give me three examples of 
something that you've done in the last ten years that has impacted on some 
policy decision." Boy, are they hard-pressed to come up with a trivial 
example, and somebody in the audience is going to raise issue even with 
that one, as focused as it might be. 

David Armor, among others, argues to the contrary that there are numerous examples of 
valuable evaluation ~udies that have had a significant impact. Launor Carter concurred 
and further asserted that the utility of evaluation often goes beyond its immediate appli- . 
cation to the particular program evaluated, that evaluation can be used in three indirect 
ways which may be more valuable than the direct use by program managers. First, eval
uation may stimulate public debate about important program issues which eventually 
affects the formUlation of new policies and programs. Second, evaluation research may 
generate information that decision makers other than the immediate client may need at 
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a later time or for a different reason. Finally, extensive evaluation experience in a cer
tain program area provides the evaluator with valuable experience on the design and 
performance of such programs. 

Whatever disagreement may exist, the overall utility of evaluation, and. the underlying 
reasons, it appears that the results of many evaluation studies are not translated into 
programmatic actions or concrete policy recommendations, largely due to four· causes. 
First, and most obvious, the results of the evaluation could be erroneous or misleading 
because of methodological flaws in the evaluation design, execution, or analysis. At 
times, the mistakes can be flagrant and easy to identify, such as the use of an inappro
priate model or a faulty data base; other times, the mistakes could be much more subtle 
and open to serious debate if discovered, such as over the proper uses of multiple re
gression models and data specifications that characterized the methodological debate 
over the Coleman report (see Mosteller and Moynihan, eds. 1972). Of course, an evalua
tion can be criticized for its metho<'lology when, in fact, the germ of contention is Its 
political implications, as in the various evaluations of negative income tax policies 
(Moynihan 1973; Rivlih 1971) and OEO programs (T.P.vin~?. 1~70). 

A second reason why evaluations may not be translated into program activities is that 
they were never intended to be; in Suchman's phrase, they are evaluations for "covert 
purposes." Some evaluations are not utiliz.ed because their t:'esults were not timely; that 
is, they came after important decisions regarding the program had been made. Although 
not a program evaluation, strictly speaking, the SERI photovoltaic venture analysis 
(Costello et al. 1978) came after Congress hR<'I decided to fund a large-scale production 
program for photovoltaics; thus, the SERI criticism of the market-push strategy came 
too late to be useful in designing the program. 

The third reason why evaluation results might not be used is that they do not meet the 
requirements of the decision maker or program manager, regardless of the quality or 
timeliness. For example, an evaluation that describes only the program effects but not 
the processes which produced them provides no link between actions and effects for the 
program manager. It has little, if any, utility to the decision maker. The evaluation may 
have been bull t on a model that is fundamentally at odds with the perception of the 
client, almost guaranteeing it will not be used. 

A final important reason for the lack of evaluation use is that government bureaucracies 
presently provide little incentive for the results to be used. If there is littlP. or no incen
tive for public officials to evaluate and improve the performance of their programs, then 
there is little likelihood of enthusiastic> R[l[lli('ation of evaluation reoults. A program 
manager who alters his program or suggests its reduction or termination when evaluation 
indicates program ineffectiveness shoul<'l hP. rP.wArrlt:>t:l. Current "rewwd'1 oyotems gener
ally do not operate in this manner (Hatry et al. 1973; 113). As Downs argues, the incen~ 
tive system in most bureaucracies rewards program continuity and growth (1967). 

Although evaluation does not ·necessarily mean program curtailment or termination, the 
two are equated in the minds of many. This, of course, returns to the perception that the 
evaluations must be critical and their results must be damaging to a program. These 
perceptions, however understandable, need redress. The basic purpose of evaluation is 
positive (i.e., to improve programs or their services), not negative (i.e., to dismantle 
them). Once this attitude can be accepte<'l and a set of internal incentives devised to 
encourage evaluation and program modification based on the results of that evaluation, 
then this particular obstacle of program evaluation and change will be reduced. 
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4.10 THE VALUE OF PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Program evaluation can be useful in supporting government policy and program planning 
and implementation, but it is far from being a panacea. In assessing the overall value of 
program evaluation to government decision making, the benefits, costs, and limitations 
of the enterprise need to be considered. 

4.10.1 The Benefits of Evaluation 

Many clear and important benefits can be ascribed to the formal evaluation of govern
ment programs, both in terms of specific programs and in a more general policy sense. 
Feedback from the results of programs can lead to more effective program administra
tion and the improved design of new programs in a similar vein by emphasizing the pro
gram outcomes and effects rather than their inputs. Accurate feedback from program 
impacts enables administrators to adjust program management and implementation strat
egies to better meet their program's objectives. At the same time, accurate information 
about program outcomes provides a sounder basis for the annual budget decisions. Under 
the ever-pressing conditions of fiscal constraint, programs that can document their 
effectiveness are likely to fare better than· those that cannot. Formal evaluation can 
help identify program externalities, thereby providing recommendations to mitigate the 
negative impacts of programs and to capitalize on positive side effects. 

In a specific programmatic sense, federal, state, and local governments need to share the 
benefits of their experiences in developing and implementing specific types of solar pro
grams. Without careful measurement and documentation of program performance, most 
of the value of such experience cannot be transferred. If all federal, state, and local 
government programs are evaluated and shared formally, the resulting information even
tually would indicate which activities within a government program area (e.g., solar 
energy) are performed most effectively at each level. 

In a more general sense, good program evaluation research can contribute to the overall 
knowledge of political and social behavior. Such knowledge ultimately provides direct 
benefits to government planning and management and indirect benefits to all the 
recipients. 

4.10.2 The Costs of Evaluation 

Evaluation-has both direct and indirect costs. The direct costs of an evaluation include 
the total financial and other material resources, the evaluation staff, and the time re
quired to conduct the evaluation. The resource cost of an evaluation may range from 1% 
to 15% of total program resources, depending on the nature of the program being evalu
ated. The number of professional staff required will vary depending on the scope, com
plexity, and duration of the evaluation task, as will the time required to complete an 
evaluation. 

Evaluation also can entail a variety of indirect costs, such as the opportunity costs of the 
resources devoted to the evaluation which could be devoted to other government activi
ties. There, may be costs of the evaluation's effect on the program in terms of adminis
trative burden, management effectiveness, or even staff morale. The serious costs of 
the reorganization, reduction, or termination of a program as a result of the evaluation 
may be jncurred. In some cases, the net costs of reorganizing, reducing, or terminating 
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even a deficient program actually may turn out to be greater than the cost of maintain
ing the status quo. Finally, there may be a set of political costs. Virtually every pro
gram has its sponsors and defenders who will be offended by a critical evaluation; their 
political ire must be counted, if only vaguely, in the cost of any evaluation. 

· 4.10.3 Limitations of Evaluation 

Even tmder the best circumstances, there are severe limitations that need to be recog
nized regarding what program evaluation can accomplish. For example, even under good 
conditions, some questions about program performance cannot be answered at reason
able cost, or even at all. This is e5pecially true when different programs are being com
pared and evaluated; e.g., how does one evaluate a dollar spent on health insurance 
versus one spent on a housing or food subsidy (see Rivlin 1971)? 

Basically, evaluation is a. judp;men~~l wt. SomA prngrnm objectives are ao urn1Jiguou3 or 
qualitative that they resist any consensual, objective measures. Evaluation datn are not 
equivalent to an objective i'truth." EquaJly skillful evaluators may design evaluations of 
the same program yielding greatly different results, especially in areas where uncertain
ties exist. In short, evaluation must operate with limited tools in an imperfect world. 

Program evaluation at best indicates what a program is doing, not its social worth. Eval
uation is intended to provide some information that may help decide whether a program 
is worth keeping, changing, or eliminating. Its ultimate worth is a political and social 
choice upon which formal evaluation has an advisory effect. This again points out that 
evaluation operates in the political arena and must adapt to the prevailing political 
environs. 

4.10.4 "l1le Future of Program Evaluation 

As repeatedly stressed, evaluation is still a young discipline. Although there is much that 
formal evaluation can accomplish, there is much that evaluation cannot do a11d perhaps 
even more that evaluation does not know whether it can do or not. This suggests that 
evaluation itself is in need of critical evaluation and subsequent refinement. Govern
ment officials and professional evaluators both would be served better if they realized 
that evaluation is a still-developing and imperfect activity with imperfectly known 
strengths and weaknesses and with results subject to individual, organizational, and social 
vagaries. Eva Baker noted these conditions as applied to evaluating solar energy 
programs: 

You have to get your constituents to recognize that you see evaluation of 
solar energy as A developmental process, that you're not coming in with 
definitive and permanent techniques, that your evaluation plan, technology, 
and so on, are also developmental and subject to revision, just as are the 
R&D activities themselves •••• We're working on these things; we're going 
to try to provide you as go_od a feedback as possible; we may be wrong 
sometimes; sometimes we may hit on the equivalent of a breakthrough. 
But one of the things I think makes evaluation a lot less threatening is if 
they see you and you see yourself in that kind of mode. 

Some suggestions for evaluation research that could be particularly useful in assessing 
public policies and programs include research on basic evaluation theory and methodology 
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(e.g., conceptualization, design, measurement, data collection, and analysis), evaluation 
case study and documentation, and how to integrate evaluation with other parts of the 
policy process. These kinds of evaluation development efforts are especially pertinent in 
the area of solar energy program evaluation because of its unique combination of basic 
methodology through commercialized technologies, its multiple sponsors and consumers, 
and its potential sociological and political ramifications. Let us, therefore, tum to a 
description of the solar energy technology programs so that we can appreciate the 
special challenges they present to evaluation. 
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SECTION 5.0 

OVERVIEW OF U.S. SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAMS 

To place the requirements, limitations, and opportunities of solar energy program evalu
ation in context, some appreciation of the nature and scope of solar program activities in 
the United States is necessary. Although a firm figure i$ difficult to calculate, total 
federal, state, and local government expenditures on solar energy at present are on the 
order of $1 billion/year. 

Although solar programs are still a relatively minor portion of all government activity, 
investment in solar activities has been growing very rapidly; a billion dollars is hardly an 
insignificant amount of money and that budget is growing. Federal and local government 
solar programs are numerous, diverse, and expanding. A detailed description of U.S. 
solar program activity in the public sector far exceeds the scope of this report; this sec
tion presents only a brief overview. (For greater detail, see Perelman, ed. 1978.) It does 
not include a review of the numerous private-sector involvements in the development and 
commercialization of solar energy technologies. 

5.1 WHAT IS SOLAR ENERGY? 

The solar energy program covers a wide variety of energy resources and technologies. In 
addition to the direct absorption' or conversion of sunlight to power sources by such 
methods as photovoltaic cells, solar energy also includes wind energy, biomass (plant or 
animal products), hydropower (falling water), waves, ocean thermal gradients, ocean 
salinity gradients, and ocean currents. Of the so-called "renewable" energy sources, only 
tides and geothermal energy are not generally classified as solar-derived energy sources. 

Photovoltaic devices (solar cells) use semiconductor materials to convert sunlight direct
ly into electricity. Solar thermal power systems use the heat of concentrated sunlight to 
drive turbines for generating electricity. Wind turbines are used to pump water, gener
ate electricity, and sometimes to produce heat. Ocean thermal energy conversion 
(OTEC) is an experimental technology designed to use temperature differences in some 
parts of the ocean to generate electricity. Solar powered satellites (SPS) have been pro
posed to orbit arrays of photovoltaic cells for converting sunlight into microwave beams 
which could be reconverted to electricity by receiving stations on the earth. Biomass 
energy is humankind's first and oldest energy source; various plant and animal products 
can be used to provide gaseous, liquid, or solid fuel, as well as to provide substitutes for 
energy-intensive materials. Some more exotic technologies now being studied would use 
chemicals to convert light or heat from the sun into electricity or fuels. 

About a dozen general solar energy technologies are now in operation or in some stage of 
research and development toward practical application. Solar space and water heating is 
an established industry; solar cooling for buildings still is being developed. Passive solar 
design of buildings, using windows, building orientation, insulation and various nonme
chanical systems to minimize heating and cooling requirements, fs being adopted rapidly 
by architectural and construction firms for both residential and commercial structures. 
Agricultural and industrial process heat applications provide heat over a range of tem
peratures for crop drying, fermentation, washing, process steam, and manufacturing 
processes. 
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Although the current application of these technologies is low, their potential is signifi
cant. The Harvard Energy Policy study projects that solar energy can supply close to 
10% of American energy demands by the mid-1980s (Stobaugh and Yergin, eds. 1979). 
The Domestic Policy Review of Solar Energy estimates that by the year 2000, the United 
States could use solar energy technologies to meet over 16% of its energy needs, accord
ing to the maximum practical market penetration level (U.S. DOE, February 1979: 24), 
and President Carter recently announced a national goal of 20% by the year 2000. 

5.2 TYPES OF SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAMS 

A variety of government-sponsored solar energy programs can be arrayed along a spec
trum (see Fig. 5-l). Many of these programs are applicable directly to solar energy, as 
the Domestic Polic¥ Review of Solar Energy makes clear (U.S. DOE, February 1979). 

Basic Research explores the basic scientific knowledge required to understand the physi
cal nature of solar energy resources and systems with no direct couple to practical 
applications. 

R&D includes applied technology research and exploratory development. ·Applied 
research has some focus on potential applications, though not specifically tied to parti
cular products, while development begins to examine specific technological systems for 
practical application. 

Demonstrl:ltion programs apply technological systems in a field setting which approxi
mates the conditions under which the technology ultimately is expected to be used. 
Demonstrations can serve several purposes: to provide QJl opportunity for further testing 
and improvement of technical systems under verisimilar field conditions; to explore po
tential environmental, institutional, and socioeconomic impacts of the deployment of the 
systems; and to stimulate the interest of entrepreneurs and consumers in the commercial 
use of systems. In general, then, demonstration programs are intended to reduce the 
technical performance and economic uncertainties that are inherently a part of new 
technologies (see Baer et al. 1976 or 1977). 

Indicative government measures are not formal programs, but official expressions of 
goals, or directions which government officials wish to have applied to public or private 
decisions. Voluntary or semivoluntary guidelines, (e.g., wage and price), general state
ments of executive policy (e.g., human rights), and legislative resolutions are indicative 
measures which differ from programs in their absence of formal sanctions, investments, 

·or regulations. An indicative measure in the context of solar energy is the National 
Energy Plan's call for 2.5 million solar homes by 1985. 

Information, Communication, and Education programs serve a wide variety of purposes in 
the development and diffusion of technology systems, and especially solar energy systems 
(Roessner et al. 1979 survey this issue). This set of activities includes the preparation 
and promulgation of university programs for solar scientists and engineers, technician 
training programs, energy extension service, teacher training, instructional materials 
development, data bases and information centers, workshops and conferences, speaker 
bureaus, and printed materials ranging from brochures to books. 

Financial incentive programs involve several types of fiscal measures intended to en
courage development or adoption of solar energy systems. Such programs may include 
tax deductions or credits for the purchase of solar equipment; sales or property tax 
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Flgu~e 5-1. Types of Solar Energy Programs 
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exemptions for the purchase or installation of solar systems; accelerated depreciation al
lowances for solar equipment; direct grants, rebates, or subsidies; and government in
sured, guaranteed, or subsidized loans. Financial incentives also may be provided to 
encourage R&D activities in the private sector. · 

Regulatory programs can encourage the development and use of solar energy. Federal, 
state, and local government regulatory practices in transporatation, commerce, housing, 
land use, environmental protection, and health and safety could be adjusted to increase 
the attractiveness of solar energy relative to conventional energy sources. Conversely, 
they could act as obstacles to solar energy adoptions. · 

Acquisition programs involve using the government purchase and operation of new tech
nologies for its own activities as a way to encourage general public acceptance. Acquisi
tion programs would include government procurements of solar energy Bystcms for 
government buildings or military systems or even giving r;:>rcference in government con
t.I.·acts to companies using solar energy. The acquisition of solar energy systems by the 
Department of Defense for supporting its continental facilities has been proposed. Ac
quisition would also include public works programs for building facilities intended primar
ily for public use (e.g., airports, water storage, reclamation, or treatment facilities). 
These programs could enhance the development and diffusion of solar energy systems in 
three ways: technically, by the construction of publicly-owned solar power generation 
facilities (e.g., solar thermal electric plants or biogas generation plants), thus improving 
the technology; economically, because the large government purchase would begin to 
induce economy of scale reductions in the cost of solar energy equipments; and promo
tionally, by Incorporating solar energy production or use into the design of highly visible 
public works projects (e.g., solar-heated bus shelters or solar process heat in sewage 
treatment plants). 

5.3 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAMS 

The Paley Report (U.S. President's Commission on Materials Policy 1952) and the Cambel 
Report (U.S. Executive Office of the President 1964) both forecast a major contribution 
to national energy needs by solar energy. Durin~ the 1950s, the National Science Foun··· 
dation (NSF) sponsored research indirectly related to solar energy and, by 1961, was 
funding one or ·two projects directly concerned with solar energy. Total annual solar 
energy research expenditures through 1970 were only $100,000. Despite popular and 
scientific interest in solar energy, no solar energy bills were passed by Congress. 

In FY71, the NSF solar energy budget grew to over $1 million. In 1973, an Atomic 
Energy Commission panel recommended spending $200 million over five years for solar 
energy research. From FY71 to FY73 the solar budget totaled more than $4 million. 
During this period, reports by NSF and NASA (1972) and by the Committee on Science 
and Technology urged the active development of solar technologies as future energy 
sources. Following the Arab oil embargo in 1973-197 4, the Project Independence Blue-

rint for Solar Ener (November 1974) and the NSF National Solar Energy Program 
December 197 4 were published. Congress enacted several solar energy laws, including 

the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act and the Solar Energy Research, 
Development, and Demonstration Act. 

Also in 1974, Congress dismembered the Atomic Energy Commission and distributed its 
energy responsibilities to the newly created Federal Energy Administration (FEA) and the 
U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA). ERDA's programs for 
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solar energy RD&D were described in A National Plan for Solar ·Heating and Cooling 
(ERDA-23), A National Plan for Ener Research Develo ment and Demonstration: 
Creating Energy Choices for the Future ERDA-48 , and Definition Re ort: National 
Solar Energy Research, Development and Demonstration Program ERDA-49 • ERDA 
solar energy projections were generally cautious, estimating that solar energy could sup
ply only 7% of national energy demands by year 2000 and 25% by 2020, assuming signifi
cant cost reductions. ERDA's planning emphasized solar heating and cooling in the near 
term and solar electricity technologies as a high priority for the longer term. 

President Carter's National Energy Plan (NEP) of April 1977 established a national goal 
for solar energy of 2.5 million solar-heated homes by 1985. The general policies articu
lated by the NEP encouraged the development and use of solar energy. Also in 1977, at 
the President's initiative, Congress consolidated FEA, ERDA, and several other federal 
energy agencies into the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Acting under the congres
sional mandate of P.L. 93-473, DOE established the Solar Energy Research Institute 
(SERI) and four Regional Solar Energy Centers (RSEC) to promote solar energy develop
ment and commercialization. In 1978, Congress passed the National Energy Act, which 
included provisions for a tax credit on the purchase of certain types of solar equipment. 
During this time, both administration budget requests and Congressional allocations for 
solar energy programs grew dramatically. In fact, as Fig. 5-2 displays, congressional 
approval of funds exceeds administration requests. 

5.3.1 Department of Energy (DOE) 

Until 1977, the majority of federal efforts in solar energy R&D and commercialization 
was carried out by ERDA, FEA, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Devel
opment (HUD). DOE has consolidated the responsibility for the following solar energy 
activities: 

• develop and implement general policies and specific programs to encourage the 
widespread use of solar energy; 

• consult with representatives of science, industry, environmental organizations, 
and consumers interested in solar energy; 

• design mechanisms for the effective participation of state and local governments 
in the resolution of solar energy problems; 

• research, development, and demonstration of solar energy technologies; 

• determine .the solar energy resource base; and 

• coordinate solar energy information dissemination efforts. 

Fig. 5-3 shows the organizational location of DOE's solar-related -activities. Although 
the DOE Officca of the Assistant Secretaries for Conservation and Solar Applications 
(CSA) and Energy Technology (ET) are the focal points of solar efforts, many other offi
ees and divisions contribute to the DOE solar program. ln FY77, the Materials Science 
Program (now in the Office of the Director for Energy Research) funded about $2 million 
in research areas related to solar energy. The Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
Environment (EV) conducts solar energy environmental R&D, reviews DOE policies and 
strategies for environmental impacts, and prepares environmental impact statements. 
The Energy Information Administration (EIA) collects, analyzes, and disseminates solar 
energy information. Solar energy policies are evaluated by the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary for Policy and Evaluation (PE). 
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Figure 5-2. Solar Budget: Total Administration Requests and Appropriations, 1971-80 
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Most of DOE's solar energy programs are divided between CSA and ET on the basis of 
technology development status. Principal responsibility for solar technologies which are 
considered to be still in the technology development stage (e.g., solar thermal, photovol
taics, wind energy, biomass, and oceah thermal) is delegated to ET. Responsiblity for 
currently demonstratable technologies (solar heating and cooling, agricultural and indus
trial process heat) is the institutional domain of CSA. As a particular solar energy tech
nology progresses from R&D to commercialization, program lead responsibility shifts 
from ET to CSA. The organizational structure of DOE ·solar energy programs, then, 
focuses primarily on individual technologies rather than on functional categories such as 
energy end-use demands or strategic requirements. 

SERI is administered by ET while the Regional Solar Energy Centers are administered by 
CSA. The national laboratories (e.g., Argonne, Brookhaven, Oak Ridge), which carry out 
a major portion of the DOE solar energy R&D effort, report to the Office of Energy 
Research. The national laboratories performed an estimated $51.3 million of RD&D in 
support of DOE solar energy programs in FY78. Various NASA field centers are involved 
in specific RD&D activities supporting DOE solar heating and cooling, wind energy, 
photovoltaics, and thermal power systems programs. The budgets of these institutions 
are not line items in the overall DOE budget but are charged to the program budgets. 

5.3.2 Other Executive Departments 

HUD manages jointly with DOE the residential active solar heating and cooling demon
stration program, which includes the development and demonstrations of solar tech
nology, the definition of standards and certification procedures for solar energy systems, 
and the dissemination of information on solar energy heating and cooling systems. In 
1976, the HUD Community Services Administration established the National Center for 
Appropriate Technology in Butte, Mont., to provide technical assistance and small grants 
for low-income, appropriate technology projects. 

The U.S. Department of Commerce is responsible for several solar energy programs, such 
as providing technical assistance and funds for planning, research, demonstration pro
jects, and training programs which include some solar energy activities. The Center for 
Building Technology of the National Bureau of Standards is developing a set of perform
ance criteria for solar energy equipment and residential dwellings, monitoring the design, 
testing, evaluation, construction, and operational phases of the DOE/HUD demonstration 
programs, and setting interim standards for solar heating systems. The National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration has been tasked to develop and conduct a plan for the 
inventory ot' all t'orms ot" solar energy resources associated with federal lands: 

The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) is coordinating the installation of solar heating 
and cooling systems in DOD facilities. DOD also is providing 10 military bases for solar 
electric applications where they satisfy military needs and are competitive with conven
tional systems under the terms of the Military Construction Act of 1978. The U.s. 
Department of Agriculture (DOA) manages agricultural aspects of the DOE agricultural 
and industrial process heat program, as well as conducting R&D in agricultural applica
tions of solar energy. Other DOA solar energy programs under consideration include 
R&D grants, a research information system, a model farm program, a demonstration 
program, and several regional R&D centers. 

The U.S._Department of State (DOS) has responsibility for negotiating international 
agreements on bilateral or multilateral RD&D projects and on potential large-scale 
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export of commercial solar energy projects. The International Development and Food 
Asc;istance. Act of 1977 broadened the DOS role in solar energy by authorizing cooper
ative energy programs with developing countries to emphasize appropriate, small-scale, 
decentralized, renewable energy sources for rural areas. The Agency for International 
Development (AID) is undertaking a major effort in solar energy projects in its foreign 
assistance programs; projects totalling in excess of $80 million have been identified or 
funded (Ashworth 1979). 

5.3.3 International Programs 

The federal government cooperates in a number of solar energy programs with interna
tional agencies and foreign governments. The United States is one of 19 member nations 
of the International Energy Agency (lEA), which was created in the wake of the Arab oil 
embargo of 1973-1974. Cooperative R&D projects are underway in solar heating and 
cooling and solar thermal technologies. lEA nations are considering joint projects in wind 
energy conversion, wave power, and biomass systems. The 19 member nations, including 
the United States, also participate in the Committee on the Challenges of Modern 
Society (CCMS). A Solar Energy Pilot Study, initiated by CCMS in 197·3, has led to the 
development of an international data format for reporting results and progress of pro
grams in solar heating and cooling of buildings, and a systems performance information 
exchange network. 

The United States has bilateral agreements for cooperative projects in solar energy with 
France, the USSR, Spain, Japan, Denmark, and Saudi Arabia involving a variety of RD&D 
projects in high-temperature process heat, solar thermal systems, solar heating, photo
voltaics, collectors and component materials, wind energy conversion, and other tech
nologies (see Perelman, ed. 1978: Chap. 5). 

The United States is also taking a leading role in the renewable energy programs within 
United Nation agencies. In part, this is in preparation for the U.N. Conference on New 
and Renewable Sources of Energy, to be held in New York in 1981. The United States 
also is a major contributor to the World Bank which is encouraging lesser developed na
tions to develop their solar energy resources. 

In addition to intergovernmental projects, some institutional international programs pri
marily with universities are supported by some federal funding. These activities are 
primarily basic research projects in photovoltaics, solar heating and cooling, solar ther
mal power, and flat-plate and concentrating collectors. Some educational projects also 
exist. Sponsoring and/or supporting institutions are NSF, DOE, the U.S.-Israel Bi
national Science Foundation, and the International Energy Agency. 

5.4 STATE GOVERNMENT SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAMS 

State governments have initiated a wide variety of programs to promote the development 
and use of solar energy. In addition to legislative and regulatory actions, state organiza
tions have been created for a wide variety of purposes, such as to collect and disseminate 
solar energy information, to revise building codes, to organize conferences, and to design 
solar energy curricula. Both the number and substance of these initiatives vary from 
state to state but generally include financial, regulatory, RD&D, and information pro:
grams. Table 5-l summarizes the status of state solar energy financial incentive and 
regulatory programs through 1977. State programs are discussed at length in Ashworth 
et al. (1979). 
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Table 5-1. SOLAR RECORD, STATE BY STATE 

Provision Equipment 
Income Property Sales Grants Allowing Standards 

Tax Tax Tax or Solar Construction 
Incentives Incentives Incentives Loans Easements Rules 

Alabama 

Alaska X 
Arizona X X X 
Arkansas X 
Caiifornia '( X X X 
Colorado " X X I' 

Connecticut X X 
Delaware X 
Florida X X X 
Georgia X X 
Hawaii X X 
Idaho X X 
Illinois X X 
Indiauu X 
Iowa X X 
Kansas X X X 
Kentucky 

Louisiana X X 
Maine X X X 
MarylAnd X X 
Ma!»achusetts '{ X 
Michigw1 X X X X 
Minnesota X X X X 
Mississippi X 
Missouri 

Montana X X 
Nebraska 

Nevada X X 
New Hampshire 

New Jersey A X X X 
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Table 5-l. SOLAR RECORD, STATE BY STATE (concluded) 

Provision Equipment 
Income Property Sales Grants Allowing Standards 

Tax Tax Tax or Solar Construction 
Incentives Incentives Incentives Loans Easements Rules 

New Mexico X X X 
New York y X 
North Carolina X X 
North Dakota X X X 
Ohio 

) . Oklahoma X 
Oregon X X X X 
Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island )( 

South Carolina 

South Dakota X 
Tennessee X X 
Texas X X 
Utah 

Vermont X 
Virginia X 
Washington X 
We~t Virginia 

Wiscom;in X 
Wyoming 

a Local option authorized by state. 
.. 

Source: National Solar Heatin and Coolin Information Center in New York Times (13 August 
1979: D-8. 
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5.4.1 Fiitaneiallneentives 

State financial incentives now in existence include partial or complete exemptions from 
increased property taxes resulting from solar installations, income tax credits or deduc
tions, exemptions from sales . and use taxes, exemptions from franchise taxes, and low
interest loans. The design, magnitude, eligibility, and administration of such programs 
vary greatly from state to state. Colorado allows a 100% deduction of the cost of solar 
equipment from the state taxable income. California provides a 55% state income tax 
credit which cannot be added to the federal tax credit while Arizona offers a 35% tax 
credit which can be added to the federal tax credit. Texas provides exemption from 
sales tax on receipts from the sale, lease, and rental of solar devices (Ashworth et al. 
1979: Chap. 1). 

5.4.2 Regulatory Measures 

State regulatory programs designed to promote the use of solar energy include stRnciRros, 
energy commmptlon analysis, energy use disclosures, and solar rights. Again, these mea
sures vary greatly among states. 

Standards legislation addresses issues i.n building design, building products, and solar 
equipment. Legislation mandating the development and enforcement standards has been 
enacted. Some states, including California and Florida, have adopted performance
oriented approaches, but most use prescriptive or component performance criteria 
(Odland in Ashworth et al. 1979). 

Legislation requiring energy r.onsnmption analysis or energy feasibility studies has lJeen 
enacted in a number of states. For exRmplP, Or~;>gon requires that Elolnr energy alterna
tives should be considereo in comprP.hP.nsivP planning. In Connecticut, life cycle cost 
analysis of alternative energy systems is a prerequisite of any major state capital pro
ject. Utah and Oregon have enacted legislation requiring full disclosure of data on 
energy consumption and cost to potential purchasers of buildings. Regulation and protec
tion of access to sunlight is an important issue given the fixed, long-term, and capital
intensive nature of most solar install~tions. Prom'ic'lurP.s for t:-reating voluntary oolar 
easements or t'or including solar energy considerations hi zoning and land use planning 
have been enacted in a number of states including California, Colorado, Maryland, New 
Mexico, and Oregon (Pollock in Ashworth et al. 1979). 

5.4.3 RU&:JJ and Information Programs 

SlHl~ RD&D programs generally focus on solar energy technologies which are suiteo 
particularly to state requirements or resource opportunities. For instance, states with 
abundant sunshine are interested in solar process heat applications while those with ex
tensive forests, marshlands, or agricultural residues are interested in developing biomass 
energy. The RD&D programs include contracts with large research firms or universities 
as well as small grant programs for individuals or grass roots organizations. The ar.tivi
ties supportell range from basic Jaboratory research to systems design to large-scale 
demonstration projects (Green in Ashworth et al. 1979). 

State information and education programs dealing with solar energy are too diverse and 
extensive to catalogue easily. Many of these solar energy activities are combined with 
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energy conservation and general energy information dissemination programs, and com
plement federal government programs (Saltonstall in Ashworth et al. 1979). 

5.4.4 State Program Organization 

Several states have established solar energy offices with explicit responsibility to admin
ister and/or coordinate state solar programs. Some state solar energy offices are inde
pendent entities while others are part of a larger, pre-existing division. For example, 
Arizona created a Solar Energy Research Commission (ASERC) in 1974 to conduct RD&D 
program. ASERC not only administers RD&D activities but has taken an important coor
dinating role in other state solar energy programs (e.g., the tax credit program adminis
tered by the Department of Revenue). Minnesota's Solar Energy Office is part of the 
Minnesota Energy Agency, and advises and coordinates other state solar programs while 
administering one of the R&D programs. California's state Energy Commission includes 
divisions with express responsibility for solar energy; a solar energy office also exists 
within the Office of the Governor. 

In most states, solar energy programs are implemented and administered by several state 
agencies, and no formal state solar office may exist at all. Legislation establishing state 
solar energy programs sometimes delegates responsibility jointly to two or more agen
cies, or neglects to define administrative responsibility adequately. 

State solar energy associations and other nongovernmental organizations often play an 
important role in the creation, design, and even implementation of state solar pro
grams. Such organizations l9bby for and may help write solar energy legislation, assist in 
the design of regulations or of eligibility requirements for R&D grants and contracts, 
provide support to information or education activities, and act as citizen evaluation 
groups for solar energy programs. 

5.5 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAMS 

This report will not explicitly address the evaluation of local government solar programs 
because an adequate treatment of the unique problems of local government program 
evaluation is beyond the scope of the present project (see Clarren et al. 1978; Perelman 
in Ashworth et al. 1979). Still, it should be recognized that federal programs can take 
advantage of the state and local evaluations of their solar energy programs as sources of 
new and creative ideas, operations, and evaluation techniques (see U.S. House of Repre
sentatives, Subcommittee on Energy and Power 1978). 

The nation's cities, counties, regional agencies, and local jurisdictions have some impor
tant opportunities to affect the development and use of solar energy. Local governments 
have major responsibilities in land use planning. A number of states have pa1!Sed enabling 
legislation giving municipal and county governments authority to include solar energy 
considerations in comprehensive planning. For example, the Arizona legislature has 

·given broad authority to local authorities to regulate access to sunlight. Los Alamos 
County, New Mex., provides protection of solar access rights. Cerritos, Calif., adopted 
an ordinance that incorporates provisions for the installation of solar equipment into the 
local building codes. 

The powers of local governments are limited. Federal and state governments retain 
direct authority affecting most regional and local solar energy activities. Local govern
ments generally lack resources to fund and support large-scale programs. Nevertheless, 
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local governments can accomplish much. For instance, grass roots efforts in Davis, 
Calif., led to the incorporation of solar technologies in the building code over the 
objections of the building industry; recent evaluations have been uniformly favorable, 
including positive .comments from the ·construction industry. San Luis, Colo., which has 
probably the highest per capita use of solar heating in the United States, is a dramatic 
example of the great potential of community-based solar development. Ultimately, then, 
local governments can have ·an important influence on the form and scope of solar eriergy 
development. · 
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SECTION 6.0 

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Evaluation of solar energy programs at both the federal and state levels is still in its 
incubation, largely because most of the programs are very new. Also, agencies and offi
cials responsible for most solar programs commonly have little experience in formal 
evaluation. This chapter gives an overview of the present status of solar energy program 
evaluation at the federal and state levels. 

6.1 BACKGROUND OF FEDERAL PROGRAM EVALUATION 

The roots of formal evaluation of federal programs probably lie with the public health 
programs in the 19.20s (Suchman 1967). It became a dominant concern in the federal 
bureaucracy during the early 1960s, largely due to the efforts of Robert McNamara in 
the Department of Defense (Enthoven and Smith 1971). McNamara, representing a new 
generation of systems-oriented management, instituted "cost-effectiveness" criteria in 
DOD decision making, created an Office for Systems Analysis, and installed a planning, 
programming, and budgeting system (PPBS), which became a key to government budget 
preparations (Hitch and McKean 1960; Novick 1975). Inspired by McNamara's manage
ment example at DOD, President Johnson, in 1965, required all federal agencies to im
plement PPBS in the hope of improving the quality of decision making in domestic pro
grams (Rivlin 1971). Most of these other applications of PPBS were less successful than 
at DOD (Wildavsky 1974; Drew 1967). One exception was the newly created Office of 
Economic Opportunity (OEO). Rather than becoming extinct, these approaches evolved 
into new government management systems such as management-by-objectives (MBO) and 
zero-base budgeting (ZBB). 

OEO personnel promulgated the PPBS approach and tried to apply cost-effectiveness and 
efficiency criteria to social program planning. The OEO staff soon discovered, though, 
that there were significant differences between military planning and a "war on poverty" 
(Levine 1970). DOD systems analysis methods were almost exclusively concerned with 
future requirements and capabilities which could be translated, however arbitrarily, into 
hardware or technical options. Domestic programs, however, were based largely on the 
theories of social science and social problems (e.g., poverty, crime, disease) which were 
less amenable to systems analysis and cost-effectiveness criteria. Tradeoffs between 
programs were particularly difficult (Rivlin 1971). As a result, CEO's concept of pro
gram cost effectiveness eventually evolved to place a major emphasis on evaluations of 
actual program outcomes. 

OEO evaluation was initially based on management audit information, which soon proved 
to be an unreliable measure of program performance.· In 1968, an Evaluation Division 
was created in .the OEO Office of Research, Plans, Programs, and Evaluation (RPP&E), 
after 1969, called the Office of Planning, Research, and Evaluation (PRE), whose purpose 
was to evaluate important OEO programs. The primary concern of RPP&E was to pro
vide information supporting budget allocation decisions; responding to the demands of· 
various parts of OEO, RPP&E created several types of evaluation. Following the OEO 
example, formal program evaluation divisions were established in other federal agencies 
concerned with domestic social programs. 

Another important influence on the evolution of federal program evaluation was the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965. Senator Robert Kennedy 
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attached an amendment to ESEA which required that one percent of the Title I funds 
granted to local school agencies be used for evaluation of funded programs, to insure that 
ESEA funds resulted in measureable benefits for students. He was supported in this 
amendment by the Office of Education which had just established an evaluation unit 
(McLaughlin 1975; Meranto 1965). The ESEA evaluation efforts were largely unsuccess
ful. Thousands of projects were required to be evaluated by grant recipients, who typi
cally had little knowledge of evaluation theory or methodology. Consequently, the eval
uations had questionable validity. Since Title I did not specify how the evaluation results 
were to be used or by whom, the evaluations were largely ignored. Nevertheless, the 
ESEA experience did not prevent evaluation from becoming a standard procedure in many 
federal education and other social programs. 

In 1968, HUD asked the Urban Institute for an assessment of federal evaluation policy. 
In their report, Wholey and his colleagues presented a discouraging picture of federal 
evaluation in the late 1960s. · 

There is nothing akin to a comprehensive federal evaluation system. Even 
within the agencies, orderly .and integrated evaluation operations have not 
been established. Funding has been low. Staffing has been worse, forcing 
undue reliance on outside contractors by agencies that lack the in-house 
capacity to monitor contract work. The most clear-cut evidence of the 
primitive state of federal self-evaluation lies in the widespread failure of 
agenci'es even to spell out program objectives. Unless goals are precisely 
stated, there is no standard against which to measure whether the direction 
of a program or its rate of progress is satisfactory. 

The impact of activitiP.s that P-ost thP publi(' millions, sometimee: billiono of 
dollars has .not been measured. One cannot [>Oint with r.nnfid~;>n('~;> to the 
difference, if any, that most social programs cause in the lives of 
Amel'icans. It has not been established that one apJ;>roach has hP.P.n mnrP 
effective than another in reducing poverty, eliminatine- slums nr rrnviiling 
quality education to all children. Why the same type of project seems to 
succeed in one community but fails in another has not been determined. 
Lack of a solid scientific information base about past and present programs 
poses severe limitations on the federal government's ability to map out 
sound future programs. (Wholey et al. 1976: 15-16) 

Program evaluation is now a major item of federal spending. A survey by the U.S. Office 
of Management and Budget (1977) showed that in FY7.7 over $243 million wP.rP. ohlie"RtP.n 
t"or program evaluation. Of this amount, about 70% was for contracts or grants to con
duct program evaluations. Federal agency staffs devoted to program evaluation repre
sented 2,167 staff years (inclusion of GAO staff would increase this total by about 80%), 
or about 0.11% of total agency personnel; the average cost (salary and benefits) of 
program evaluation staffs was $28,100. The bulk of this effort was in social program 
areas (e.g., in HEW). In the energy area, DOE's predecessor agencies (such as ERDA and 
FEA) devoted 127 staff years and $6.98 million in grants and contracts to program evalu
ation. As an indication of the scale of program evaluation activity in the past decade, a 
computer search of the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) data base re
vealed over 10,000 citations on the subject of evaluation. 

Despite extensive growth in resources and technical improvement in federal evaluation 
practice during the past ten years, the present condition of federal evaluation probably is 
not drastically different from Wholey's assessment. Most federal departments now have 
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some formal evaluation procedures, but these vary greatly from department to depart
ment and even from agency to agency according to the particular types of programs and 
information requirements that exist, although such diversity seems appropriate. Evalu
ation staffs have grown, but much evaluation work still is performed by contractors. 
With a few exceptions, the effects of most government activities and their underlying 
causes generally are not well understood and often cannot be determined. 

The effect of evaluation itself is uncertain. Large-scale evaluation studies sometimes 
have stimulated intense controversy, but their direct impact on policy making is less 
obvious. An often-cited example is a technically rigorous evaluation of the Head Start 
program produced by Westinghouse (1969), which showed that the Head Start program 
had been ineffective in achieving its goal of improving the IQs of minority students. The 
report stimulated considerable controversy and even was mentioned in a Presidential 
address. Supporters of the Head Start program argued that the evaluation simply had 
failed to measure many of the program's social and psychological benefits other than IQ 
enhancement. In either case, the Head Start program continues. 

In 1976, a symposium on "The Use of Evaluation by Federal Agencies," sponsored by the 
National Institute for Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, assembled evaluation 
experts and federal officials to review the state-of-the-evaluation-art. The ensuing 
discussions (reported in Chelimsky 1977) revealed four major problems in the existing 
practice of federal program evaluation. First, the relevance of the social research model 
to agency requirements in the evaluation product was questioned. Second, the perceived 
failure of present bureaucratic incentive· structures to reward agency managers for the 
effectiveness of their programs or for their efforts to improve that effectiveness via 
evaluation was seen to impede formal and rigorous evaluation. Third, the difficulty of 
reconciling differing evaluation persp~ctives, expectations, and information needs among 
different evaluation users introduced considerable uncertainty as to the validity of the 
results. And fourth, program managers.found it awkward to select evaluation approaches 
which simultaneously minimized .. threats to the program and maximizing the amount of 
useful information. 

Despite a history of uncertain success and some disappointment, federal program evalua
tion seems to face increasing interest and demand. For example, the U.S. Senate passed 
the Federal Program Review Act of 1977 which would have established a federal "sunset" 
regulation. The bill called for a 10-year schedule for the reauthorization of all federal 
programs, with certain specific exemptions, and specified that no funds could be spent 
for any program unless the expenditure has been reauthorize& by Congress. The bill re
quired authorization bills to set forth sufficient information to permit the comprehensive 
evaluation of programs. It also required the President to recommend programs to Con..:: 
gress for indepth evaluation along with his own evaluation of the program selected by 
Congress for evaluation (U.S. Senate 1978). Similar legislation is expected to be intro
duced in future sessions of Congress, although there are important reservations as to the 
ability to carry· out the necessary evaluations (Brewer 1978; Rivlin in U.S. Senate Sub
committee on Intergovernmental Affairs 1977). 

6.2 CHARACTERIZING THE NATIONAL SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAM 

Given the mixed record of evaluation in the federal government next to the growing 
demand, it would be useful to review the prevalent RD&D models against which the solar 
energy programs are likely to be measured. As emphasized f"JJrlier, the appropriate· 
approach to program evaluation is highly dependent on the levels and types of programs 
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to be evaluated. The collective national solar energy effort is comprised of a variety of 
different types of programs carried out by diverse government agencies. Still, a general 
model of solAr energy technology RD&D programs is useful to identify broad-guage eval
uation requirements. 

At the federal level, the explicit or tacit model of the solar energy program that seems 
to prevail is of an RD&D program primarily concerned with the research and develop
ment of an innovative technology whose measures of success are mainly technical and 
economic performance. In general, the model is patterned after similar activities in the 
military, space, and nuclear power programs. Until FY80, with the advent of solar tax 
credit, the major share of the total government resources invested in solar energy pro
grams was devoted to basic R&D activities. Only in the last few years has there been 
significant funding in the general commercialization segment of the program. A second 
reason for this orientation is that many federal officials involved in the solAr program 
were previously engaged in military, space, or nu~lear power R&D activities and came to 
the solar program from DOD, NA$A~ or the ARC/ERDA. Pp;yohology and organizAtion 
theories suggest that one might expect officials with extensive backgrounds in military, 
space, or nuclear power programs to treat their new responsibilities as extensions of 
their prior experience. Similarily, the perception of solar program goals largely as a 
function of hardware development towards specified performance characteristics and 
threshold economic costs is highly consistent with program goals in the militaryt space, 
and nuclear power R&D programs. 

One needs to ask if this model is consistent or divergent from the emerging and future 
direction of the national solar energy effort. If it is inconsistentt then evaluation models 
for earlier RD&D programs may prove inadequate for assessing the various solar energy 
programs. Upon reflection, three facets of the posited RD&D model fail to correspond 
to the existing and developing nature of the overall national solar energy RD&D pro
grams. First, ~nlike the space and military RD&D programs, the national solar program 
is no longer exclusively a federal RD&D program, nor even as a federal activity is it 
predominantly in the domain of a single federal agency or department, as was the case 
with the nuclear reactor. Decentralization has become a key feature of the solar pro
gram, not only in terms of itc; constituency's interest in the scale, distribution, and use of 
the technologies, but also in terms of the governance of and the participation in the pro
gram. Several federal agencies, state and local governments, nongovernmental organiza
tions, and international agencies have developed a substantial and increa.sing role in the 
initiation, design, and conduct of tJ.S. solar energy programs. The decentralization and 
diffusion trends of solar energy program activities can be expected to intensify. Partly 
this is because solar energy is amenable to relatively low-cost, decentralized efforts, 
partly because solar energy resources are diverse and widely distributed, and partly be
cause solar energy is a social innovation which potentially affects the interests and de
mands of a broad variety of stakeholders (see Clarren et al. 1978). 

Second, the image of the solar energy program as primarily a technology R&D program is 
now obsolete. The R&D proportion of the total program effort, while still important for 
some solar technologies, is generally declining for many solar applications. Concerns for 
the commercialization and diffusion of appropriate solar technologies which are consid
ered ready or nearly ready for widespread practical utilizations are increasing (Com
moner 1979). The bulk of solar energy legislation pending at both federal and state levels 
would substantially increase investment and activity in the commercialization and diffu
sion types of programs. For example, legislation pasc;ed in the last session of Congress 
calls for the investment of almost $100 million for federal procurements of photovoltaic 
systems; similar funds were authorized for solar heating systems. Both programs are di
rected towards the commercialization of these systems. Congress has enacted an income 
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tax credit for solar heating systems as part of the National Energy Act. Although the 
actual cost of this program to the federal budget is difficult to estimate, the scale of the 
program certainly constitutes a major departure from previous government technology 
RD&D. initiatives, especially the military or space programs which were not constrained 
by market criteria. · 

Third, the DOD and NASA experiences might be considered as inappropriate models for 
the national solar energy development program. In both cases, the development of ad
vanced technology has been directed at end uses distinct from com mercia! or civilian 
activities. The clients for the products of military and space R&D have been the same 
agencies that were conducting the R&D effort. The functions of the technologies gener
ally have been well defined. co·mmercial economic factors have a minimal role in the 
definition of program objectives. Both DOD and NASA programs have sought to transfer 
technologies developed for military or space application to commercial markets (see 
Bean and Roessner 1978; U.S. Comptroller General 1972). Still, the primary goal of the 
military and space R&D programs has been to meet the operational requirements of the 
sponsoring agencies. 

The contrast of the solar energy programs with the previous DOD and NASA programs 
should be emphasized. Solar energy programs include social, environmental, and econom
ic components which go well beyond the technical performance and operational cost 
characteristics of the technology's structural elements. In addition, market tests must 
be passed. Both of these characteristics distinguish solar energy RD&D programs from 
their DOD and NASA counterparts. 

The nuclear power RD&D program is a somewhat more relevant model for the solar 
energy program, but still is not completely satisfactory (Hammond and Metz 1977). Like 
solar energy technologies, the nuclear reactor RD&D programs had the goal of the devel
opment and widespread application of an innovative energy technology. The nuclear 
power reactor RD&D program did emphasize the critical importance of anticipating, 
assessing, and accommodating the social, psychological, political, economic, and ecolog
ical components of the desired technological innovation (see Perry et al. 1977). Still, 
there are several reasons why the nuclear power program is an inappropriate model for 
the solar energy RD&D programs. The nuclear program has focused for three decades on 
essentially a single technology; the solar program includes at least a dozen very different 
~echnologies. Nuclear power is designed to serve basically only a single end-use applica
tion-the generation of 'electricity. Solar technologies are at least potentially capable of 
serving a wide variety of energy end-use requirements. Finally, the economics of nuclear 
power depend on very large-scale, centralized facilities, which contrast sharply with the 
decentralized character of the solar energy program. 

Solar and other new energy programs are relatively novel to state government. The 
states' prior principal experience in energy matters has been in the regulation of public 
utilities and .in the taxation and regulation of energy resource development. To a signifi
cant extent, the states' recent and growing involvement in solar energy R&D, commer
cialization, and diffusion is unprecedented.· If there is any image of the state solar 
energy program, it is an eclectic model built from a variety of state government inter
ests: consumer protection, environmental protection, desire to capitalize on indigenous 
state energy resources and reduce dependence on ou~ide sources, interest in internal 
economic development, and the wish to reduce the impacts of growing exploitation of a 
state's fossil energy resources. 

In summary, an appropriate characterization of the national solar energy program must 
recognize that the program combines elements of a particular type of R&D 
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activity-what Rubenstein (1977) has labeled "federal civilian-oriented research and de
velopment" (FCR&D)-with elements of a program for intentional diffusion of innovation 
(Roessner et al. 1979). This combination calls for a new and particular blend of evalua
tion skills. 

If the applicability of the dominant RD&D models from DOD & NASA is questionable, 
other technology RD&D research might be more relevant. In their research for the Ex
perimental Technologies Incentives Program (ETIP), Norm McEachron and his colleagues 
(1978) reviewed a large number of FCR&D programs, such as a clean boiler fuel demon
stration project for enhanced oil well recovery and copper extraction by a lime roast 
leach method. Walter Baer and his colleagues at The Rand Corporation also studied a 
number of ETIP programs to determine what were the appropriate objectives for federal 
demonstration programs and the policy means to those objectives (Baer et al. 1976). 
These evaluations of relatively small-scale, civilian technology development programs 
may provide some models for similar solar energy activities. 

Government programs for the widespread diffusion of civilian technologies have limited 
precedents in the United States. Given the political tradition of "laissez faire," 
American government has sought to facilitate entrepreneurship rather than to promote 
adoption of technological innovation. This is not to say that U.S. government agencies 
have not played a pivotal role in diffusion of technological change; government regula
tions, patents, subsidies, and investments have been critical to the development and dif
fusion of railroads, automobiles, electricity, radio and television~ and aviation. But the 
government role in these technologies more often has been reactive and supportive than 
intentionally developmental. A significant exception is in public health. 

Perhaps the most important historical model of government diffusion program of a civil
ian technology is the national agricultural extension program. For over a century the 
federal agricultural program has developed and disseminated decentralized technology 
innovations, tasks the solar technology development program face. Both programs share 
several common issues, such as the appropriateness of the technologies, the trade-off 
between large- and small-scale applications, the degree of centralization of both pro
gram and institutional structures, the interaction and roles of public agencies and private 
industry, and the need for an integrated process of basic researc.h, technology develop
ment, commercialization, and diffusion. Still, the extent of the agricultural program 
analogy to the solar program is limited. For most of its history, the agricultural program 
has been directed at a well-defined, largely homogeneous, rural clientele; the solar pro
gram's intended clients are far more demographically varied. The agricultural program 
has been production oriented whereas the solar program needs to be responsive to several 
types of energy end-use consumption. The solar program also is broader in scope, includ
ing components similar to social welfare, community development, and environmental 
protection programs. 

Despite several reservations, the FCR&D and agricultural program models share suffi
cient characteristics with the solar energy program that they can suggest some concepts 
of success as a prelude to program evaluation criteria. McEachron et al. (1978) evalu
ated the processes of planning and project initiation, project selection, project deploy
ment planning, project implementation and administration, and project review and evalu
ation in terms of producing a new commercial technology. Of these processes, they 
found that planning and project initiation was most important to eventual program suc
cess. Within the area of FCR&D planning and project initiation, they then identified 
several factors which they claimed were sign.ifica.nt predictors of program success. 
Foremost among these were the designation of commercialization as an explicit program 
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objective with market stability and buyer awareness of the product. It was considered 
important that buyers, manufacturers, and other federal agencies were involved in proj
ect deployment, and· that a "champion" of innovation be in a position of authority. 

·Several factors were said to have a negative influence on the introduction of a technol
ogy, such as the OMB having a high level of influence, a lack of industry interest, rigid 
procurement requirements, high initial uncertainty in social/environmental and overall 
commercial risks, and excessive government regulation. 

Baer, Johnson, and Merrow drew several important conclusions from their analysis of 
federally funded demonstration projects (1976), including the observations that a tech
nology must be well in hand before moving to the technology demonstration stage, the 
necessity of relaxed time constraints, and the need for cost and risk sharing between the 
federal and local participants. Other key findings with possible relevance to the diffu
sion of solar energy technoiogies were that diffusion depends more on "market pull" than 
"technology push," that demonstration projects should have a narrow scope for effective 
use, that demonstration projects appear to be weak tools for overcoming institutional and 
organizational barriers to diffusion, and, on a more positive note, the dissemination of 
information from demonstration projects is generally not a serious problem. 

The orientation towards the civilian consumer and the magnitude of the technology pro
grams reviewed in both the McEachron and Baer studies suggest that their models of 
technology diffusion are relevant as models for the diffusion and later evaluation of solar 
energy technology programs, assuming, of course, the necessary adjustments can be made 
to tailor these models to the particular specifications of solar energy. 

The history of the agricultural program has both positive and negative lessons to offer 
the developing solar energy program. On the positive side, the program has been suc
cessful for 70 years in achieving its goals of increasing agricultural productivity. and 
raising the incomes of farmers. However, these very successes laid the germ for the 
socioeconomic revolution that has taken place in American agriculture and led to the · 
corporate farm, thus undercutting the extension service's obligation to the small 
farmer. Again, similar to the analyses of federally funded technology development pro
grams, the solar energy technology diffusion programs can learn from the agricultural 
extension programs' experiences, especially regarding the socioeconomic ramifications of 
the programs. Yet, it need be stressed that evaluation must be designed for the partic
ular requirements of each program and the convenient extrapolation of solar energy 
evaluation from existing education, agricultural, or even technology diffusion models is 
problematic. Therefore, we should next inquire as to what forms of evaluation of solar 
energy programs are now underway and examine their appropriateness. 

6.3 FEDERAL SOLAR PROGRAM EVALUATION 

At the federal level, relatively little formal evaluation of solar energy programs cur
rently exists. To the extent that existing solar programs are being evaluated, it is gener
ally through informal, political processes. The Solar Lobby, an outgrowth of the May 
1978 Sun Day activities, has acted as a critic of existing and planned federal solar energy 
activitie$. Another by-product of Sun Day, the President's Domestic Policy Review of 
Solar Energy (DPR), was intended to make some general solar policy recommendations to 
the President. The process of assembling the DPR resulted in the informal evaluation of 
existing federal solar programs, especially the public hearings in several locations across 
the country. These hearings provided the opportunity for interested members of the 
public to offer informal evaluation of current federal efforts in solar energy (Farhar et 
al. 1979). The General Accounting Office (GAO) has recently reported on the planning 
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and management of the ERDA solar energy program (U.S. Comptroller General 1976), the 
SERI and RSEC programs (U.S. Comptroller General 1977), and the effects of alternative 
funding levels on solar program performance (U.S. Comptroller General, February 
1978). Whatever their merits, none of these studies was a formal program evaluation. A 
more recent GAO report on a program of solar heating demonstrations on federal 
buildings may qualify as a program evaluation, though the report's focus is on program 
management and legal compliance issues (U.S. Comptroller General, April 1978). 

The OMB assesses all federal programs in the processes of developing budget proposals, 
_but OMB interest is primarily management audit. Its concern for evaluation of program 
effectiveness generally is a function of how an evaluation is organized and its relevance 
to the program's continuation (i.e., funding level). 

Federal agencies outside DOE (e.g., HUD) generally have their own evaluation procedures 
which may be applied to their solar energy activities. However, few formal evaluation 
studies of programs outside of DOE are known to be underway. 

In DOE, principal responsibility for progrnm evaluation resides in the Regulatory Pro
gram Evaluation (RPE), and Technical Program Evaluation (TPE) offices of the Policy 
and Evaluation (PE) division. The solar-related responsibilities of RPE include com
mercialization and state and local government programs; those of TPE include RD&D 
programs. The functions of these offices in relation to solar energy programs still are 
undefined. ·As noted in Section 2.0, DOE Memorandum 0203 established a broad require
ment for four types of evaluation of DOE programs. Consistent with this directive, PE 
has not established strict department-wide evaluation requirements, but has moved care
fully to determine the particular evaluation needs of specific programs and ways in which 
PE can coordinate and support evaluation activities. 

A legislative requirement with possible significance for an internal evaluation of DOE 
solar energy programs is Title X of the Department of Energy Organization Act-the 
"sunset" provisions which require the PresidP.nt to submit to Congress by 15 Januat·y 
19H2, a "comprehensive review" of each DOE program for consideration in FY83 budget 
authorizations. Each program review is required to in~lude an identification of the ob
jectives intended for the program, the problem which the progt·am was Intended to 
address, and an assessment of the degree to which the original objectives of the program 
have been achieved employing methods of analysis appropriate to the character of the 
program. Title X also calls for an analysis regarding the program's beneficiaries and its 
impact on the national economy (P..g., effects on competition, economic stability, em
ployment, unemployment, productivity, and price inflation). Finally, the program re
views are required to assess the degree to which the overall administration of the 
program has conformed to the objectives of the Congress in establishing the program, 
project the anticipated resources for accomplishing the unfulfilled objectives of the pro
gram, analyze the services which could be provided if the program were continued at a 
level less than, equal to, or greater than the existing level, and recommend necessary 
transitional requirements in the event that funding for such programs were discontin
ued. These requirements would nominally produce thorough program evaluations but sim
ilar clauses in the FEA enabling legislation did not result in any of the FEA programs 
being subjected to formal program evaluations or termination (House 1976). 

The DOE Program and Project Management System adds little to the evaluation require
ments of IMD 0203 other than to state that all program plans will be required to specify 
the criteria to be used for evaluating program effectiveness. This includes the technical 
and economic performance characteristics which constitute program success, milestones 
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and other quantitative factors which can serve as a measure of program effectiveness, 
and the probabilities of technical success of each discrete step of the R&D process 
(Meyers 1978). This information would certainly encourage, although not necessitate, 
formal program evaluation. 

The Inspector General (IG) of DOE has important responsibilities for program review. 
However, as currently structured, these primarily concentrate on financial and manage
ment audit arid compliance with legal requirements rather than evaluation of program ef
fectiveness~ Clearly; however, the purview of the IG could include program evaluation. 
The work of other agency IGs suggests that such evaluations could have significant im-
pact on reviewed programs. · 

Some evaluations of the federal solar programs are in progress or at least being 
planned. The Treasury Department has plans for formal evaluation of the solar income 
tax credit recently pag;ed by Congress, though details of the evaluation procedure are 
uncertain at this time. The HUD/DOE solar heating and cooling demonstration program 
includes a rigorous evaluation both of technical performance and commercial impact; the 
demonstration program presently is being reviewed by GAO, and also is included in a list 
of eight DOE technical programs under evaluation by PE-TPE. PE-RPE has ~et contract 
work in FY79 on regulatory, commercialization, and state/local programs. No specific 
solar energy programs are included but some of the programs to be evaluated may in-
clude solar projects. · 

The DOE Energy Extension Service (EES) has recently completed thorough evaluation of 
the 10-state pilot phase of the EES program. Although the EES program is explicitly 
concerned with energy conservation, many of the states' pilot programs have included 
solar energy projects as a component of energy conservation measures. The evaluation is 
intended to measure the ability of the states' pilot programs to achieve their own self
selected goals. The final evaluation report is based on correlations explaining the rela
tionship amorig energy actions (or investments) taken. and attitudes toward and knowledge 
about energy; the report has a heavy reliance on statistical analysis of variance of the six 
designated success measures. These data were reviewed with the staffs of the pilot pro
grams before the final report was written to insure that the analysis is presented in an 
accurate context. As the first major formal evaluation of a DOE program, the EES eval
uation study could set an important precedent for future evaluation studies in both the 
procedural and utility areas (see U.S. DOE, March 1979a). 

6.3.1 Assessment of the Present Condition 

There are several reasons for the present limited state of solar energy evaluation at the 
federal level. Among these are the newness of the federal DOE, the very diversity of its 
solar energy programs, the historic emphasis on R&D, a lack of guidance in organizing 
and conducting evaluation, uncertainty about who should perform evaluation, and the 
inherent difficulty of and ambiguity surrounding program evaluation. 

Given that DOE is less than two years old, expecting highly developed evaluation pro
ces.c;es for the federal solar program would be· unrealistic. Building an organization with 
the scope and complexity of responsibilities of DOE should be and has be.en a slow, evolu
tionary process. Understandably, program building inevitably takes precedence over pro
gram evaluation in the investment of organizational resources. The demands of initiating 
programs leave program officials scant time to address the requirements of long-term 
evaluation. Furthermore, the diversity of federal energy programs, in solar energy as 
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well as otherwise, precludes a single, general-purpose model of program evaluation. 
Each of the solar energy programs poses a specific set of questions which, in tum, dic
tates a particular approach to evaluation. Useful evaluation is not achieved merely by 
administrative or legislative fiat, but by perspicacious design and execution of evaluation 
studies. The greater the variety of program types, the greater the time and effort 
required to develop applicable evaluation capacities. 

Another reason for the present lack of formal evaluation of federal solar programs is the 
historic emphasis on R&D in the federal solar energy effort. The majority of federal 
solar program activity still is in the R&D area although this ratio is changing rapidly. 
The evaluation of technology RD&D presents particular evaluation problems which are 
difficult to handle. Still, past problems should not preclude future efforts, especially 
with the recent examples provided by McEachron (1978) and Baer et al. (1976). 

Officials in ET, Conservation and Solar Applications (CSA), and other cognizAnt divisiom; 
of DOE involved in solar energy activities to date have had little formal guidance on the 
organization, performance, and use of program evaluation. The lack of strong direction 
and support for program evaluation throughout the department can be attributed to the 
exploratory state of evaluation within PE, which reflects the incremental development of 
the DOE. PE is an evolving division within a new and changing department; the federal 
solar energy program also is growing rapidly. To its credit, PE appears to be moving 
systematically to understand the requirements for evaluation within DOE and to develop 
the appropriate processes. Under these circumstances, to expect to have effective 
support and processes for solar program evaluation within less than several years is 
unrealistic. Thus the lack of guidance concerning evaluation is not only expected, it is 
probably beneficial at this stage of DOE's and solar technology programs' evolutions. 

Another byproduct of the infancy of DOE is uncertainty about which office should per
form evaluation of solar energy programs. Some ambiguity exists over whether the 
primary responsibility for ·program evaluation does or should lie with the program man
agers, with the Assistant Secretaries, with PE, with outside agencies such as GAO or 
Ot'fice of Management and Budget (0Mi3), or with independent contractors. Similarily, 
there is liDCertainty about whether evaluation should be carried out mainly by in-house 
staff or by outside contractors, or by some combination of both. This ambiguity 
manifests the importance of support for evaluation by the top levels of the department. 
Because there is no one ideal way to organize and conduct evaluation, the present 
uncertainty could, in fact, be a benefit when specific program evaluation plans are 
formulntcd. 

By this point, there should be little question that evaluation is a difficult task, both con
ceptually and practically. The inherent obstacles are magnified by the perception of 
officials of evaluations as threatening to their programmatic (and often professional) 
objectives. As Downs (1967) and Wilensky (1967), among others, have pointed out, the 
major criterion for organizational success in the public sector is the continued growth of 
an organization and its programs. There is little in the way of institutional counterbal
ance; program evaluation has an amorphous constituency which can disappear as readily 
as a given assistant secretary or the election of a new administration. Bureaucratic 
discomfort with program evaluation is not always unreasonable. For example, several 
DOE solar program officials have described their problem as too much, rather than too 
little evaluation. Program officials commonly say that they have inadequate resources 
to carry out a wide-ranging and complex program; in their view, resources allocated to 
program evaluation would be better invested in program implementation. They do not 
see program evaluation as an integral and priority part of program management. In addi
tion, DOE program managers see the department as having had many external critics 
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·(e.g., Congress, solar lobby) and few fans during its brief history. One consequence of 
these experiences is that DOE managers responsible for solar energy programs often tend 
to associate "evaluation" with undeserved criticism and attack. Given these perceptions, 
it is hardly surprising that public officials might greet program evaluation with skepti
cism or outright hostility. Whether such preceptions are justified is irrelevant, because 
they affect the prospects for useful evaluation of federal solar energy programs in either 
case. The solution to this problem almost certainly lies in reducing the anxiety about 
program evaluation by demonstrating that it can be a positive or beneficial element of 
solar policy management. The paradox of the situation is that practical experience with 
the benefits of program evaluation can reduce the anxiety presently attending program 
evaluation, but the anxiety is an obstacle to the acquisition of experience. 

6.4 STATE SOLAR PROGRAM EVALUATION 

The SERI research project on State Solar Energy Incentive Programs (see Ashworth et al. 
1979) was a pilot analysis of the implementation experience of several types of solar 
energy programs in 12 states. The research was based on published information as well 
as extensive field interviews with state program officials, legislators, and grass roots 
activitists. One objective of the study was to examine the evaluation practices and 
needs of the state solar energy programs. The remainder of this chapter is adopted from 
the final report of that project (Perelman in Ashworth et al. 1979: Chap. 7). 

6.4.1 General Description of State SQlar Program Evaluation 

A complete examination of the evaluation practices in state solar programs is beyond the 
scope of this report. However, from the interviews and other studies of selected state 
solar programs that have been completed so far, several observations may be made re
garding the current condition of state·solar program evaluation. 

The principal methods of evaluating the effectiveness of existing state solar programs 
are the informal mechanisms. State legislatures exercise some oversight of established 
programs, but the practice is still inchoate, poorly. tmderstood, and uneven in most 
cases. For the most part, legislatures respond to external pressures of informal evalua
tion. When asked how the state legislature would determine whether specific solar pro
grams are effective, one legislative analyst commented: 

I think we'll find out [the] way the legislature finds out anything, and that is 
somebo<:]y coming in and complaining about the program not working right~ 
[The legislators] don't usually go out and seek problems, but are willing to 
listen when someone comes in and says they have a problem. · 

The same analyst commented on the legislature's ability to conduct a more formal pro
cess of program evaluation. 

We're getting more to that. I will not say yet that we really do have that 
kind of setup. The House's. Natural Resource Committee and the Senate's 
Energy and Housing Committee have kept a pretty close watch on the work 
of the energy agency. There are several ways. One is by saying the energy 
agency will report back on specific tasks that are assigned to them by a 
certain date. 
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The executive branch view of evaluation was presented by a member of the staff of the 
agency responsible for implementation of the solar energy programs in the same state. 
When asked whether these programs need to be evaluated, the staff member remarked: 

I think there always is [a need for evaluation], ••• because if we don't do it 
the legislature will come along arid say, "You messed up the program," and 
blame the agency. [Evaluation is] really both the agency's and the legisla
ture's role, but the agency really has to do it first. • . Evaluations, of 
course, get overlooked just because it's easier to go ahead with the 
program. Plus, it's hard to evaluate something that's within your own 
agency. But the agencies have to do that or else the legislature comes in 
and does it for you. 

In general, the state agencies' motivation for evaluating their programs is essentially the 
same as the legislatures motivations; that is, in reaction to negative information from 
informal evaluators in the program's environment. The agencies do, however, try to 
develop some elementary measures of program activity (e.g., staff hired, grant 
applications received), particularly to bolster annual budget requests, which provides 
them with means and skills beyond the legislative staffs' capabilities. 

State officials often lack a clear understanding of the meaning of formal program evalu
ation. It is not commonly distinguished from more informal evaluation and political pro
cesses, or from fiscal or management ·audits. This probably r~flects the fact that 
program evaluation is still far from being a standard practice in most state government 
agencies. Simply put, many state officials have little experience with formal evaluation · 
concepts. 

In none of the states studied had formal responsibility for solar program evaluation been 
designated, nor was there any explicit legislative mandate for formal evaluation of solar 
programs. In one state, the major energy agency's office for program evaluation appar
ently disappeared, as a member of the agency staff explained: 

[W]hen this [agency] was first formed there was one office called Program 
Evaluation, and all it did was critique the programs of everyone else. It 
disappeared. The person who was the head of it isn't fired or anything; in 
fact he has been promoted •••• So I don't know why it did disappear. They 
did have some independent functioning. I guess probably if you would talk 
to the [head of the agencyJ he'd say that, yes, that office still exists really; 
it just isn't identified in our organization chart, and it's in my office. 

In some state agencies, an office or individual may have the nominal responsihility for 
program evaluation, but true functional responsibility is vague or undefined. The lack of 
formal evaluation of state solar programs probably is not unusual. A 1972 survey of state 
program evaluation activities disclosed that only 21 of 42 responding states had any full
time staff explicitly assigned to doing program evaluation. Twenty-nine of the respond
ents characterized their program evaluation activities as inadequate; only two of the 
states provided any formal training in program evaluation (Hatry et al. 1973: 17). 

The absence of any major effort to evaluate the effectiveness of state solar energy pro
grams on the state level should not be viewed as unduly critical of those programs nor as 
a symptom of any lack of enthusiasm for the solar programs. Quite the contrary, the 
lack of serious demand for program evaluation is more an indicator of the broad base of 
popular support for solar energy and the eagerness with which state solar programs are 
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being initiated and developed. The emphasis' in state solar programs is on near-term 
action, on expanding agency capabilities in a new area, and on meeting rapidly growing 
constituency demands for government support of solar energy. Under these circum
stances, program evaluation inevitably receives lower priority in budgeting money, re
sources, and staff time. With little opposition to solar programs, no strong constituency 
for critical program evaluation exists. Whatever reservations agency staff may have 
about the ultimate effectiveness of the programs (and many had serious doubts about the 
effectiveness of specific programs), they perceive that they will be held accountable 
more for the level of program activity than for the effectiveness of the results, at least 
in the near term (see Clark 1975). 

SERI interviews indicate that state officials almost tmiformly think that formal evalua
tion of state solar programs is needed, and that the present level of evaluation activity is 
inadequate. However, there is considerable reluctance to dedicate a significant portion 
of scarce program funds and staff to program evaluations that_seem unproductive in the 
near term. If program evaluation were ftmded by any means other than the program 
budget itself, state officials generally find it an attractive activ_ity. -

If and when formal evaluations of state solar programs are tmdertaken, state officials 
generally argued that they should be· responsive to state government needs, but should be 
conducted by evaluators outside the line agencies. One state legislator's comments re
flect the feelings of most state officials regarding the evaluation of state solar energy 
programs: 

I do feel that if the state does [the evaluation] there is more consciousness 
or awareness of it, [andl more commitment to it. It seems to build a little 
more trust rather than have someone from the outside come in and do the 
evaluation. I think if it were done at the state level, it should be done by a 
third party. I don't want the state to evaluate its own programs. I would 
rather see a private agency or consultant evaluate the program ..• Maybe, 
on some ventures, it would be appropriate to have the [federal government 
do the evaluation], but somehow there really ought to be a state hook in 
there so the state takes ownership of its results, [so that] the state is com
mitted to following it up. Speaking as a legislator •.• I would rather have 
some involvement earlier so that I, too, am aware of [the evaluation] and 
become committed to it 0 0 0 the legislative branch 0 0 0 has to be a little 
more explicitly involved along the way, not just at the end of it when the 
money requests come in. 

The preceding section is not meant to imply that nothing is being done to evaluate state 
solar programs. Every agency studied is maintaining records and developing information 
to document the implementation of the solar programs. Generally, this is being done as 
part of the annual budget cycle to enable the agency to describe its activities and to 
justify its budget requests. The existing state solar energy program evaluations are 
commonly characterized by two recurring ·problems~ First, the measures of program 
activity often are measures of program inputs or management processes rather than 
measures of prQgram effects on the intended constituency. Second, ev~n when the 
effects of the program are measured, the measures often fail to correspond to the objec
tives of the program. (These points are illustrated more extensively in the next 
section). In sum, the existing state solar program evaluation seldom generates the in
formation that decision makers require regarding program effectiveness. 
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6.4.2 Status of State Evaluation by Program Area· 

This section reviews the present status of evaluation in each of the state program areas 
studied in this task: financial, RD&D, testing/certification, land use, and infor
mation/communication/education. The existing measures of program performance are 
compared with the major areas of coricern for program effectiveness. These issues 
represent the types of questions that state evaluations of solar energy programs will need 
to address. 

Financial. The most popular measures of the effect of financial incentives are the 
number of taxpayers claiming a credit, or similar accounting of the use of sales or prop
erty tax exemptions. Tax records also provide information about the persons claiming 
credits or exemptions. Some of tne major areas of debate about the effectiveness of 
financial incentive programs concern questions of equity (e.g., do tax credits or financial 
incentives generally apply unfairly across socioeconomic classes?), legitimacy (are the 
incentives being applied to legitimate solar equipment?), the fiscal impact (whR.t i~ the 
real cost of the financial incentives to the government?), and the p·otential 
diffusion effects (are the financial incentives actually stimulating the market for solar 
equipment and increasing the use of solar energy?). Generally, state agencies-like their 
federal counterparts-are measuring government inputs to the marketplace in the form 
of incentives. The outcome or ef.fect of the inputs in terms of actual growth in solar 
energy use is much more difficult to evaluate. 

RD&D. The main measures being used of RD&D program performance are the number 
and cost of rPs~~.rt:'h grants and contracts, the distribution of r~ei!Jienls of 
grants/contracts (e.g., universities, large versus small busineSses), and tangible products 
(e.g., reports delivered, equipment, or buildings constructed). In some cases, there may 
be fairly sophisticated measurement of the technical performance characteristics of 
imwvalive systems. Those intervi.ewf.'d indicated some of the major areas of concern 

· about state RD&:D programs are the actual learning (e.g., are RD&D projects actually 
eontributing new knowledge about solar energy use?), the value of the research 
(especially if the results of state RD&D activities relevant to state needs, resources, and 
oppqrtunities), the transfer of results (are the benefits of RD&D activities being made 
available to potential users?),. and the diffusion effect~ (are practical applications of 
solar energy being accelerated by the state RD&D projects?). 

State solar RD&D projects are supported with the expJi~it goal of accelerating the use of 
solar energy in the state, yet few program measures have been established to demon
strate this goal. For example, in one state a major effort is unc'lerway to build houses 
using unorthodox construction materials and various types of solar systems. One program 
proponent indicated the program's ultimate objective is to change the standard practices 
in housing construction in the direction of greater energy conservation and major reli
ance on renewable resources. Further research disclosed that most of those involved in 
the program doubted the housing designs being demonstrated would be acceptable to the 
majority of the state's housing construction industry. Yet the evaluation meAsurements 
for this program focused on the technical performance ·of the innovative houses, not on 
the impact of the new designs on industry attitudes and practices. 

Testing/Certification. The primary measures used to evaluate testing/certification pro
grams appear to be {1) the existence of a certification program and (2) some measures of 
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compliance such as the number of participating manufacturers or the number of models 
tested and certified. Pertinent questions here include whether standards and compliance 
create a barrier to innovative solar technologies, if statewide standards are too inflexible 
to reflect local needs, resources, environmental conditions, and interests, and if state 
standards are effective in protecting consumers from illegitmate operators. Some state 
officials asked if standards and codes discourage low-cost, do-it-yourself systems so 
critical to decentralized applications such as solar technologies offer. Finally, others 
asked if standards were effective in protecting legitimate solar businesses from unscru
pulous competitors and whether businesses need such protection. 

Land Use. State land-use policies are particularly important because local planners, city 
councils, builders, real estate brokers, and citizen groups· are vitally affected and, in 
tum, affect state land-use decisions. Conventional land-use practices are commonly 
viewed as a major barrier to solar energy use. Formal evaluation of innovative land-use 
procedures is needed to determine the effectiveness of new practices in facilitating solar 
development. Important areas of evaluation in the land-use area are the environmental, 
social, and economic impacts of solar-oriented land-use planning, protected access to 
sunight, and the effects of solar land-use policies on the diffusion of solar energy. Mea
surement of the performance of land-use programs is limited; to the extent that any 
indicators are used, they seem to be confined to some evidence of the implementation of 
new planning activities and perhaps accounting for new developments using solar energy. 

Information, Communication, Education Programs. Information, communication, and 
education programs may be the most prevalent forms of state government solar energy 
activity. They are also an area in which there is extensive experience and precedent for 
formal evaluation. Yet significant evaluation of these programs so far seems to be lack
ing. Common performance measures of these programs appear to be primarily input 
measures, such as funds and staff, number of materials produced, number of requests 
received, number of courses offered, number of meetings, workshops, and seminars 
held. Typical evaluation issues in these areas might be if the programs are satisfying the 
important needs for information and learning about solar energy. What education and 
training programs are necessary to meet the demands for personnel trained in solar ener
gy technologies and how specific information and training activities affect the growth in 
solar energy use are questions commonly posed. 

The Program Package. Formal evaluation of specific state solar energy programs by the 
states is still scarce. Equally important as the evaluation of these individual program 
areas is the evaluation of the total package of state solar programs (indeed, of the 
system of both state and federal programs). Programs need to be evaluated not only by 
themselves but in combination with each other, because in practice, they may conflict 
with one another or at least may fail to support each other's objectives. Tax incentives 
may be ineffective without equipment standards to determine eligibility; equipment 
standards may be inconsistent with building codes or land-use regulations; RD&D pro
grams may promote technological innovation, while testing and certification programs 
may obstruct the penetration of innovative technology into the marketplace. It appears 
to date that no systematic evaluation is being made of the effectiveness of the total 
package of solar programs operating within a given state. 
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SECTION 7.0 

DEVELOPING SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAM EVALUATION 

This chapter addresses the specific needs, issues, and problems in developing solar energy 
program evaluation beyond its present condition. In particular, it considers the evalua
tion requirements for RD&D programs and poses some areas in which SERI's efforts 
might be particularly suitable. 

7.1 TO EVALUATE OR NOT TO EVALUATE! 

The principal question-whether to evaluate solar energy programs-has no simple 
answer. There are appropriate times and places for evaluation; for example, an early 
evaluation of a program might be held before it has had time to affect the situation or a 
later evaluation might come too late to reduce negative externalities. This section re-· · 
views some of the reasons for doing or not doing evaluation. 

Good evaluation can lead to greater program effectiveness and the ability to· meet the 
policy objectives. Presumably this is the major reason why evaluation is done. Given 
that solar energy is a new and rapidly developing field, well-designed evaluations should 
be especially helpful in improving the design and implementation of ongoing solar energy 
programs as well as future programs. Multiple evaluations of federal and state programs 
will be useful in aS'3essing the decentralized nature of the many solar energy 
technologies. 

Budget constraints will require priorities based on evaluation results. Rapid growth in 
solar program budgets cannot last indefinitely. /As budgets become constrained, the 
problem of allocating limited resources among competing alternatives will require some 
indication of the effectiveness of ·existing activities. This also will help solar energy 
policy makers in comparing alternative methods of solar _energy development. 

Programs may be ineffective or even counterproductive. Ineffective solar programs 
waste limited resources. A real possibility exists that well-intended but ill-conceived 
solar energy programs may do more harm than good for the development and diffusion of 
solar technology. A recurring fear among solar advocates is that the acceleration of 
solar technologies, over optimistic cost projections, or faulty installation ·procedures 
could sour public acceptance of the solar energy technologies before they are sufficiently 
ready for distribution. One way to prevent these fears and wastes from materializing is 
the careful evaluation of such programs. 

Policy makers need information about program performance and effects. Congress, the 
President, state governors and legislators, and local authorities are seemingly willing to 
expedite the development of solar energy but are uncertain how best to do so. The in
formation gained from program evaluation are essential to_ reducing the uncertainties 
faced by these solar policy makers. 

Programs easily can have unintended or unanticipated side effects. that evaluation can 
· help identify. This has two clear benefits. First, otherwise unrecognized benefits of the 
program may be revealed which may help justify the program's existence or expansion. 
Second, negative side effects can be discovered and relieved before they discredit the 
program or even create serious damage. · 
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Finally, there may be political controversy over the design and management of existing 
programs which evaluation sometimes can help resolve by introducing empirical evidence 
into the discussion. Although analysis cannot totally replace political criteria, it can 
provide a common basis for discussion (see Siu 1978). 

However, evaluation is not necessarily viewed as a universal benefit. Many people-espe
cially program managers-have voiced a number of reservations regarding evaluation • 

. For example, program managers m~y be embarrassed. Public officials should not be 
immune from embarrassment, of course, but solar programs are new and rapidly develop
ing, which implies a great deal of trial and error. If program managers are publicly em
barrassed too often by critical evaluations, they may become cautious, timid, and defen
sive at times when they should be inventive and risk-taking. Some argue that program 
managers need more help in program implementation rather than evaluation. A great 
deal of debate about the solar energy programs now is occurring which provides some 
evaluative data for decision makers.· And program managers can justifiably claim that 
their resources would be better spent developing rather than evaluating programs. At 
both the federal and state levels, the demands on solar program officials seem to be 
growing faster than the available staff and other resources. Evaluation genuinely may be 
a lower priority need in the near-term than other program implementation needs. 

Consensus about the formal goals and objectives of a program is not R requisite condition 
for evaluation. However, when the goals of a ·program are highly diverse, ambiguous, and 
in a state of rapid flux, it is difficult to design an evaluation which can respond to trye 
key policy questions. Under such situations, it might be politically and methodologically 
prudent to wait for more stable conditions, assuming that delay is a feasible option, 
especially when a negative evaluation could tend to undermine program growth and de
velopment by creating uncertainty. Still, one can harrHy orpose justifiable criticism; the 
key to establish an agreed set of criteria and produce a fair and balanced evaluation. 

Finally (and again), there may be political controversy over the design and management 
of existing programs. Depending on the specific nature of the controversy and the a.ctual 
situation, evaluation might be seized upon for purely political purposes. ·Evaluation may 
postpone the inevitable resolution of the conflict over the program, and, in the interim, 
merely prolong or even intensify the argument. · 

7.2 THE GENERAL CONTEXT OF SOLAR PROGRAM EVALUATION 

The national solar energy program has several general characteristics that define the 
context and conditions in which program evaluation requirements should be developed. 
First, the solar program technology diffusion programs are both socially and hardware
oriented programs. The programs combine aspects of R&D with aspects of diffusion 
programs for technical and social innovations. This creates a need for evaluation thecr 
ries and techniques which encompass both. Neither is an easy task; the combination is 
particularly difficult. Furthermore, the solar programs are characterized by the decen
tralization of their applications, both in their institutional structure and in its functional 
objectives. Although DOE·has important lead responsibilities, many other federal agen
cies actively participate in solar energy programs; international agencies and state and 
local governments are also involved. Private business, grass-roots organizations, and the 
individual adopters play important roles in the distributed nature of solar energy re
sources. Most every community can make practical use of solar energy resources to 
which they have direct access. 
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The political constituency for solar energy development is diverse and broadening. The 
political interest in solar development has been growing rapidly in enthusiasm, as evi
denced by the Sun Day activities in May 1978 and- similar demonstrations in other 
nations. The widespread political support for solar energy has had two important conse
quences. First, for the past several ye.ars, program budgets have been growing at accel
erated rates (see Fig. 5-2). The rapid growth of programs has minimized the current 
effective demand for solar energy program evaluation. Interest in evaluation of solar 
programs is favorable but weak relative to the more urgent concerns about establishing 
and expanding existing programs, and implementing new ones. Second, the explicit goals 
of solar energy programs have been vague and ambiguous because of the varied and often 
contradictory interests of the solar coalitions. There is little consensus among the solar 
energy constituency about how or why solar energy should be developed, only that it 
should be. This condition has several implications for program evaluation •. The diversity 
of the solar energy development actors suggests a large number and variety of potential 
clients for evaluation, each with particular problems, whose goals, values, and expecta
tions need to be reflected in evaluation criteria. As long as the constituency for solar 
energy programs is so variegated, the formal goals of programs will remain multiple and 
ambiguous, thus providing difficult guidance for evaluati0n criteria. This strongly sug
gests that the solar energy technology policy cannot be evaluated as an entity, that it 
must be disaggregated to the individual program levels to be effective. 

7.3 STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING SOLAR PROGRAM EVALUATION 

If the decision is made to submit solar energy programs to formal evaluation, a few gen
eral requirements need to be considered in advancing solar program evaluations beyond 
their present status. A coherent strategy for developing solar program evaluation should 
include the anticipation of user demands, a developmental approach to evaluation, and 
efforts to integrate program evaluation into the overall policy process. 

A danger inherent in the near future is the possible emergence of a crisis demand for 
evaluation in the solar program. A budget constriction in the solar programs could occur 
at the federal level within the next few years. The OMB has proposed a reduced DOE 
total budget for FY80, though the solar program budget is proposed to increase some
what. Even if the President's Domestic Policy ReView decision leads to an increased 
federal commitment to solar energy development-resulting in continued expansion of 
solar program budgets for several more years-the increasing budget competition 
between solar programs and other energy programs (or other government programs) is 
likely to stimulate greater questioning of solar program effectiveness, and thus an ex
plicit demand for evaluation. Should solar energy program officials wait until the criti
cal- demand for solar program evaluation emerges full bore, they could find the delay in 
developing an evaluation capacity has left them lacking substantive evaluation results at 
the time when such evidence is most urgent. Building a formal, rigorous evaluation 
capacity only after the critical demand for evaluation has' emerged means that needed 
evaluation resUlts will not be available until after the crucial decisions about expanding, 
revising, or eliminating important programs have been made. The only other alternative 
is the "quick and dirty" evaluation whose methodologies and results are questionable; 
given the alternatives faced in this scenario, this option will almost certainly be enter
tained. Development of solar program evaluation capacity should, therefore, be initiated 
well in advance of demands for evaluation results which will probably develop in the 
future; indeed, program evaluation should be treated as an integral part of program plan
ning and operation. 
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Anticipation of evaluation demands also means anticipating the needs of various types 
and levels of evaluation users. No single approach to evaluation will suit the needs of all 
potential clients. Fig. 7-1 is a suggestion of how different.evaluation approaches might 
be tailored to the needs of different levels of the DOE solar energy program; similar 
formulation would be required for other federal and state agencies. For example, a 
White House level review would be directed at delineating broad policy options, such as 
DPR has done, while a department evaluation requirement would be much more program 
specific (e.g., level of funding or target clientele). 

The second major requirement for developing solar program evaluation is the conceptual 
and methodological work on evaluation itself. A focused effort is needed on methodolog
ical research, evaluation needs assessment, program evaluability assessment, research on 
evaluation use, and staff training in evaluation for the overall area of solar energy pro
gram evaluation. 

Finally, the utility of program evaluation is limited to the degree of its integration into 
the policy process. In the absence of a functional relationship to program selection, 
implementation, and termination, program evaluation will have little impact on govern
ment policy making. At the same time, the careful integration of program evaluation 
into the overall policy process will remind government policy makers that there is much 
more to policy making than the designation of a program; program managers will be able 
to see the beneficial results of program evaluation and perhaps be less opposed to it for 
their programs. 

7.4 DEVELOPING EVALUATION BY PROGRAM AREA 

In addition to the general needs for developing solar program evaluation, there are some 
needs unique to each program area. Some of the special problems and issues for evalua
tion of RD&D and commercialization program areas are considered below. 

7 .4.1 Evaluation of RD&:D Programs 

Evaluation of solar energy FCR&D programs means tracing various levels of both posi
tive and negative outputs of such programs through the commercialization phase and into 
the mainstream of the society's technological infrastructure. This is a very circuitous, 
but hardly an impossible, enterprise (see Griliches 1979). The evaluations of FCR&D 
programs which have been done have focused more on the technology Rsp~ts nf tP~hnol:
ogy demonstrations and diffusions (McEachran et al. 1978; Baer et al. 1976); the social 
aspects of solar technology diffusion require a broader conceptualization of technology 
assessment and evaluation than has been the previous mode. 

Rubenstein, who has extensively studied the problem of evaluating FCR&D programs, 
notes some of the complications in identifying the ultimate benefits and costs. For in
stance, government technical innovation and diffusion programs can rarely be restricted 
in their applications or monitored. The use of a particular process, product, material, or 
idea from a given development can easily appear in an entirely different area from that 
intended or envisioned by the innovators. The time lags are very long in commercializa
tion and application of many R&D efforts and specific results become hard to trace. The 
RD&D paths of technical innovations are marked by modification, combination, and sub
stitution, characteristics which are necessary and laudable but which render program 
monitoring much more difficult. Finally, and perhaps most intractably, there is' lack of 
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For Whom 

Secretary 
Congress 
The Public 

What By Whom 

Broad program effectiveness; GAO; OMB 
strategy; accountability, 
options 

Assistant Secretary Program performance; 
Deputy Assistant Secretary objectives; priorities in 

allocation 

Consultants; AS Staff; OMB; 
GAO;CBO 

Middle Management Program performance and Staff; Consultants 
efficiency; allocation priorities; 
objectives · 

Program Manager Program performance and Staff; Consultants 
efficiency; budget priorities; 
tactics, milestones 

Figure 7-1. Solar Energy Evaluation Needs 
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an agreed-upon method of computing costs and benefits to various subsectors and society 
as a whole (Rubenstein 1977). 

These problems make the evaluation of even the direct outputs of FCR&D programs 
difficult. The difficulty is compounded by the fact that the outputs of FCR&D are dif
fuse or "embedded" in many other inventions and innovations, as Rubenstein explains: 

Many of the findings and innovative outputs of FCR&D are tightly embed
ded in products, processes, materials, and systems which are in wide and 
increasing use throughout society .••. The difficulty with this embedded 
technology .•• is that it is not clearly discernible as a direct, integral unit 
contribution from a particular federal program or agency ..•• Any mea
surement system established for such "nonobvious" R&D outputs would have 
to be arbitrary and would have to probe deeply in a wide AreA or the public 
and private sectors. This does not mean that such an effort is not feasible 
or desirable. But it does mean that, if a serious effort is made to measure 
the results of R&D on a continuing basis, this important part of the output 
must be included and resources provided for the difficult job of detection 
and measurement. (Rubenstein 1977: 190) 

In light of these problems, Rubenstein's overall assessment of the prospects for doing 
impact evaluation of FCR&D programs is important. 

Despite the ••• difficulties, many attempts have been and are being made 
to do such measurement. I feel strongly [sic] that useful results can be 
achieved by improved methods of identification, measurement and analysis 
of the results of federal civilian-oriented R&D. However, in order to ac
complish this, serious effortc; will hHve to he made by both the originating 
agencies and other organizations to monitor and trace the flow of innova
tions from R&D to other "downstream" phases of the overall R&D/innova
tion process. That is, if there is a sincere interest on the pa.rt of the 
federal executive or legislative branches to determine the benefits from 
R&D on a continuing basis for the purposes of improvement in the process, 
legislation, and policy formation, then resources must he provided for the 
measurement and analysis required ••.• The entire U.S. R&D establishment 
has been relatively free of pressure fnr output measurement and evaluation 
until recently, and it will take some time for the people in the R&D/inno
vation ·process to get used to the idea that their output must and can be 
evaluated on a continuing basis and to tool up to contribute to it, so that it 
is not "done to them" entirely by outsiders. The idea of evaluating returns 
from R&D is not foreign to industrial R&D, where efforts have been made 
to do so for decades, at the individual company level. (Rubenstein 1977: 
188-189) 

Formal evaluation of FCR&D programs can produce useful information about the effec
tiveness of alternative RD&D processes (i.e., the design and implementation of projects, 
the use of contractors, staffing and management practices, or requisition procedures). 
Such evaluation of R&D programs can lead to development of generic guidelines for im
proving the productivity of broad types of FCR&D programs (e.g., Baer et al. 1976; 
McEachron et al. 1978). But for the response evaluation of FCR&D to be done well r~ 
quires long-term, thorough tracking of RD&D program through multiple stages involving 
ultimate end-use applications and effects. The costs of such evaluation in terms of time, 
staff, documentation, and concentration of effort are considerable. Whether these costs· 
are justified depends on the user's perception of the value of the resulting information. 
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The point should be emphasized. Impact, process, and response evaluations have distinc
tive requirements and serve different needs. To expect one to suffice for another is to 
expect too much. Again, the clients and requirements of the evaluation dictate the form 
it will assume. · 

7 .4.2 Evaluation of Commercialization Programs 

The evaluation of solar energy commercialization programs is straightforward; objectives 
are relatively well defined in terms of market penetration goals. The need for evaluation 
to support decision making in these program areas is well established, as is the mass of 
existing experience iri evaluating most of these types of government activities. 

Still, evaluating commercialization programs should not be seen as a trivial exercise. 
The major application of evaluationin the general commercialization end of the program 
spectrum is in the information, communication, education programs, financial programs, 
and government operation programs. The evaluation of demonstration programs in terms 
of measuring technical performance in field conditions is well defined but the evaluation 
of the broader objectives of demonstration programs in stimulating further development 
and acceptance of new technologies may pose some difficult evaluation problems in 
terms of objectives and time frames. The evaluation of regulatory and public works 
programs also is important but may be methodologically more difficult, stemming from 
the infeasibility of using experimental or even nonequivalent comparison group approach
es. Time series data or less rigorous evaluation methods may be inadequate for address
ing important policy questions in these programs. Indicative program measures, such as 
enabling legislation or general policy statements supporting solar energy development, 
usually are so diffuse in their effects that evaluation is extremely difficult. 

The major problem in evaluating commercialization programs in general is that of 
scale. When full-scale commercialization programs are implemented without preliminary 
testing on a small-scale pilot, demonstration, or experimental basis, the prospects for 
evaluating program effectiveness are limited. The ubiquity of the new federal income 
tax credits for solar equipment makes statistical control or comparison of this program's 
effects methodologically difficult. State income tax credit programs provide a much 
better basis for comparing the effectiveness of tax incentives across states in actually 
stimulating solar diffusion, but as yet no formal evaluation of such programs is planned. 
An additional hazard of proceeding with full-scale national commercialization initiatives 
is not only that the effectiveness of such costly programs may remain uncertain but that 
the programs may be actually counterproductive. The possible negative effects of a full
scale, federal commercialization initiative may be very difficult to measure or correct 
until serious damage is done. The importance, therefore, 1of federal pilot programs (e.g., 
the EES program) and of the thorough evaluation ·or state and local solar commercializa
tion efforts is difficult to emphasize, but even here the prognosis is mixed. The experi
ence gained from pilot or demonstration facilities cannot ·always be easily extrapolated 
to full-scale programs. 

7.5 SERI ROLE IN PROGRAM EVALUATION 

The Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) was created by the Solar Energy Research, 
Development, and Demonstration Act of 1974 with a broad mandate to promote the de
velopment of solar energy in the United States. SERI has six major operating divisions 
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for research, analysis, technology commercialization, information systems (including the 
Solar Energy Information Data Bank), international and academic programs, and program 
management (management of DOE contracts). 

SERI is mandated to play a lead role in a comprehensive set of activities for promoting 
the development and dissemination of solar energy systems in the United States. But, at 
this time, SERI's institutional missions remain uncertain because of the newness of the 

. Institute itself, the reorganization of its sponsoring organizations into DOE, and the nor
mal tensions between two new organizations (Marshall Hl79; Waroff 1979). A GAO re
port of September 1977 questioning the need for SERI (U.S •. Comptroller General, 
September 1977) and Congressional creation of additional SERI-type installations, leading 
to the establishment of the four Regional Solar Energy Centers·(RSECs), also have added 
to the obfuscation of SERI's institutional responsihilities. Because of these factors; some 
disagreement and ambiguity exists concerning the extent to which SRRT is an RD&D or
ganization, what role (if any) SERI has in solar f"nergy commercialization, and the extent 
to which SERI's role includes policy analysis and other nonhardware-oriented functions, 
including program evaluation. 

The relationship between SERI's institutional identity closely affects SERI's role in pro
gram evaluation •. SERI's institutional status and client relationship will determine largely 
what, if anything, SERI can and should do in the area of solar energy program 
evaluation. Conversely, whatever SERI actually does in program evaluation will be an 
indicator of the Institute's functional identity ood the receptivity of DOE program man
agers and officials to SERI's evaluation efforts. 

Although the legislation creating SERI does not specify program evaluation, numerous 
references to evaluation, analysis, or. program assessment appear in the legislative hear
ings. These references generally suggest some evaluative or critical role for SERI vis-a
vis ERDA or other federal agencies' programs. The ERDA request for proposals to man
age SERI called for "a broad range of analytical studies and research tasks" to include 
"studying the nature, extent and objectives of federal participation" in solar energy 
development efforts, and "reviewing [the program] infrastructure and recommend
ing ..• the need for different roles to increase effectiveness." In its contract proposal 
to organize SERI, the Midwest Research Institute indicated that the Institute would 
"develop a plan for continual review and evaluation of the national solar energy 
program," and "conduct the review and. evaluation to examine the objectives, activities, 
nature accomplishments, and effectiveness of the program." And in its Mission Defini
tion Rerort for FY78, SERI management defined SERI's program evaluation mission in 
terms o auditing national solar energy programs and providing thorough evaluations to 
ensure that public -funds were utilized in an efficient manner. Even so, considerable 
uncertainty exists both within SERI and the DOE regarding SERI's role in evaluating 
other federal, state, and local, or international solar energy programs. 

Within SERI, the concept of evaluation generally is based on the role of SERI as primarily 
an R&D laboratory. SERI staff are used as technical evaluators in solar energy science 
and technology. This kind of peer evaluation is a necessary activity, but one which has 
little relationship to the more comprehensive formal program evaluation processes and 
benefits discussed in this report. The danger of confusing R&D peer review with program 
evaluation is that it may divert attention from the important needs of formal evaluation 
of solar energy programs. Within DOE, SERI evaluation credentials are still not accepted 
for reasons already discussed in this report. 
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7.6 WHAT SHOULD SERrS ROLE BE? 

SERI was chartered by Congress to be a focal point for national solar energy program 
activity. Therefore, it is reasonable to ask what SERPs role is and might be in the evalu
ation of the great variety of solar energy programs found in federal, state, local, and 
international agencies because there are both advantages and disadvantages to an active 
SERI role in program evaluation. ' 

7.6.1 Current SERI Activity in Program Evaluation 

SERI has not yet initiated or conducted any formal program evaluation study. However, 
several planned tasks may lead to some initial evaluation work. This report represents 
the first SERI task to focus explicitly on program evaluation and is intended as a general 
primer in the concepts and methods of evaluation as they applied to solar energy pro
grams. The pilot study of state solar energy incentive programs was conceived as a pre
liminary evaluability. assessment and to develop initial experience and understanding of 
the analysis and evaluation needs of state government solar energy programs (see 
Perelman in Ashworth et al. 1979). A continuation of that task which would lead eventu
ally to specific state program evaluation studies. 

Another SERI task is to assist the Agency for International Development (AID) in devel
oping procedures for planning and evaluating international solar energy programs in the 
developing nations. SERPs role in the National Plan for Accelerated Commercialization 
(NPAC) of Solar Energy, which was mandated by Congress, is currently under discussion; 
depending on what its role in NPAC is, SERI may be in a position to assist in the devel
opment of evaluation procedures for a wide range of federal solar energy commerciali
zation activities. 

7 .6.2 Why SEIU Should Do Program Evaluation 

SERI has some mandate to do program evaluation. The mandate is more permiSSIVe 
rather than compulsive, but still provides SERI a justification for involvement. 

The evaluator role is consistent with the concept· of SERI as an independent leader of 
national solar energy activities. To the extent that SERI can be viewed as independent 
of the programs it might evaluate, SERI could bring the advantages of the expertise, 
impartiality, and perspective of the external evaluator to its evaluation work. Converse
ly, functioning effectively as an external evaluator would tend to reinforce SERI's ana
lytic credibility to DOE and the solar community at large. 

SERI has convenient access to both the technical and methodological expertise needed to 
support solar program evaluations. As noted earlier, solar program evaluators need not 
be experts in solar technology but occasionally will need to draw on such expertise in 
solar program evaluation studies. SERPs recognized leadership in solar energy science 
and technology offer a persuasive advantage to SERI's evaluation capabilities. 

SERI may add visibility to evaluation results to the extent that it is recognized as a focal 
point of solar energy activity. Program evaluations from SERI may enjoy greater visi
bility and, therefore, may have better prospects for being used in correcting program 
oeficencies. 
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Last, SERI may provide leadership in ensuring that needed evaluation is done. SERI 
activity in the solar area may encourage the evaluation of key solar energy programs. 
Furthermore, SERI may be able to assist in securing funding for evaluation studies and 
could provide technical assistance in the design and performance of evaluations. 

7 .6.3 Why SERI Should Not Do Program Evaluation 

A key argument against SERI doing program evaluation is that it lacks the necessary 
independence. SERrs reliance on DOE for funding and program approval may preclude a 
SERI role in evaluating DOE programs for at least two reasons. First, DOE program 
managers may attempt to prevent SERI from initiating evaluations or continuing evalua
tions in progress. DOE program managex:s may attempt to control evaluation results. In 
short, evaluating programs of managers who control SERfs budget rna.y prove unfeasi
ble. Even we1·e these problems resolved, SERJ's sole dependence on DOE may create HJI 
appearance of partiality that would a priori undermine tho credibility of evaluation re
sults. A second concern is that evaluation might conflict with SERI's program manage
ment responsibilities. SERI increasingly has been assuming the role of conti·act manager 
for many of DOE's solar program activities and may be unable to act impartially as an 
evaluator of programs for which it has major planning and managing responsibilities. 

In addition to being dependent on DOE for its funding, SERI is mandated to protnute ac
tively the development and use of solar energy. Its mission then might be seen as biasing 
any evaluation results by being unwilling to be critical of efforts to develop solar 
energy. As noted above, credibility depends not only on the reality of objectivity but 
also on the appearance of objectivity. 

SERI lacks extensive experience and resources in formal progrRm E-valuation. SERI ataff 
have nut yet conducted a formal program evaluation study. Building an effective evalua
tion capacity requires time and experience. Few members of the present staff have 
extensive training and experience in the design and execution of evaluation research, 
although several members of the staff do have relevant skills and experience in social 
research methods. 

By the same token, the issue of a SERI role in evaluation depends on the comparative 
advantage of using SERI as opposed to· other contractors. While SERI might htivc a com
parative advantage to some divisions of DOE, several universities and independent con
sulting organizations are more experienced and better qualifiel1 to conduct evaluation 
studies than SERI. They may be relatively free of institutional hiM or constraints and 
can be more flexible to respond to specific evaluation needs. SERrs absence from 'the 
evaluation lists does not necessarily limit the capacity for good solar progrAm P.Wl]Hation 
to be done. 

And finally, the mandate and support for SERI to do program evaluation is uncertain. 
SERI has no clear obligatory mandate to do program evaluation, nor is there yet any 
strong client demand for SERI staff to perform evaluations, although the latter will pro
bably develop, as argued earlier. Performance of program evaluation requires commit
ment and support at management or policy-making levels higher than those of the units 
evaluated, which, to date, has not been evinced. Program evaluation cannot be done 
without an unequivocal demand from policy and management policy makers at levels 
where the resulting information is intended to be used. With no client, there can be no 
evaluation. 
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7 .6.4 Options for SERI Evaluation Role 

In light of the above opportunities and constraints of SERI's evaluation activities, three 
guiding options for the SERI role in solar ~nergy program evaluation can be noted: first,. 
SERI could develop a formal evaluation capacity to serve client needs and generate its 
own evaluation studies; second, SERI could do little in formal program evaluation; and, 
third, SERI could develop a capacity for improving the general concepts and methodolo-
gies in the evaluation area. · 

The theses for the first two options are discussed above. The third option calls for SERI 
staff to perform few actual program evaluations and focus on the evaluation develop
ment tasks discussed above. This particular role for SERI in program evaluation balances 
some of the advantages and disadvantages of the first two options. The role of develop
ing evaluation methodology is appropriately a centralized role of a single organization qr 
group which can act~ clearinghouse, broker, and technical advisor for the various actors 
in the field. Research and development of program evaluation methodology is a task 
suitable to SERrs R&D orientation. The minor disadvantage is that SERrs responsibility 
for solar energy research would bias the evaluation research toward solar energy evalua
tion, thereby limiting its general applicability or transferability to other areas and 
undermining the concept of evaluation R&D. A more serious drawback is that such an 
approach would not serve the immediate needs of the client. 
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SECTION 8.0 

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A number of observations have been made in this report that bear repeating •. First, solar 
energy RD&D programs are presently in a state of rapid evolution; different technology 
programs are situated at various stages on the development spectrum and are moving 
toward commercialization at different rates. Second, the U.S. Department of Energy, 
other federal agencies, and state agencie$ all have an interest and legal responsibility in 
the development and diffusion of solar energy. Their respective roles are still undergoing 
definition and coordination. Third, the development and diffusion arenas for solar energy 
are highly politicized. Finally, even under good conditions-such as program and organi
zational stability and the availability of key output measures-formal evaluation is not an 
easy task and rarely renders unequivocal findings. The concurrence of these observations 
makes it highly unlikely that the evaluation of solar energy technology programs is an 
easy venture, nor are the positive benefits often ascribed to evaluation studies 
guaranteed. 

This is not to suggest that evaluation of the various solar energy technology programs 
· from both their technological and social aspects should not be conducted. It is to warn, 

however, that the expectation of results should not be prematurely exaggerated. In many 
senses, DOE's reluctance to initiate formal evaluations of its solar energy program is 
well-advised. The programs are too diverse in natures, objectives, and end uses to fall 
easy prey to a single evaluation plan. Most interests would be better served if the na
scent solar programs are permitted to operate until such time when objectives can be 
clearly defined, results can be observed and, just as important, evaluation plans can be 
carefully tailored to the specific requirements and goals of the programs being evalu
ated. Similarly, the solar energy program, because of the diversity of its components, 
cannot be evaluated as a single programmatic entity. It must be disaggregated if suc-
cessful evaluation is to be performed. · 

These should not be taken as an excuse for evaluative inaction. As noted in the body of 
the report, the need for evaluation evidence will almost inevitably occur. To be asked 
for programmatic results when there has been no attempt at formal evaluation will al
most certainly result in an evaluation which is conceptually and methodologically 
suspect, a position which casts grave doubts upon the evaluation results and leaves the 
program itself vulnerable. Perhaps the most useful evaluation exercise for many solar 
programs at this time would be for their staffs to begin prospective evaluation design 
exercises. Program planners and managers could develop evaluation designs as part of 
the program planning exercise that could be put into operation at the appropriate time; 
for example, objectives could be specified, data requirements defined, and analytic tech
niques explored. These evaluation design exercises would make the .later formal evalua
tion ·itself more rigorous, reliable, and relevant to the policy .maker and, therefore, more 
likely to be used. The experience of DOE's EES serves as a valuable precedent in this 
regard. 

On a practical level, the understandable opposition of program managers to evaluation 
studies must be addressed. One partial remedy for this condition is the unequivocal sup
port or formal program evaluation from the upper levels of management. But the key to 
overcoming this particular obstacle is the recognition that evaluation results are not 
necessarily devices to undermine bureaucratic domains or budgetary authorizations. On 
the contrary, sensitive evaluations can help the program manager in identifying those .., 
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areas of his or her program which are relatively weak and can benefit from special atten
tion; similarly, it can identify those areas of strength which might be emph_asized during 
program reviews. In the former case, this information is particularly valuable to the 
program manager, for it allows him or her to correct problematic areas before more 
critical external reviewers (e.g., the GAO, the OMB, or even an investigative journalist) 
discovers them and holds the program up to public ridicule. In either case, program man
agers need to understand that program evaluation can provide them with extremely valu
able information that would improve their ability to manage the program. The key to 
this, of course, is that program managers be aware of what formal program evaluation 
can and cannot do and of their role in assuring that these objectives can. be met; i.e., 
what can the program manager do to expedite the evaluation and assure its quality so 
that it serves his or her managerial purposes? 

Program evaluation is not the exclusive responsibility of the program manager. The 
professional evaluation community has itc; role to play. In the case of solar energy 
RD&D, the conditions for evaluation are far from ideal. No convenient overarching 
mooel exists for the evaluator to use. Previous mooels of technology development and 
<'liffusion are sufficiently at odds with solar technology and diffusion processes so that 
their application is questionable, while the Baer and McEachron mOdels require further 
verification before their relevance can be confidently determined. The evaluator must 
recognize and take into account the far-reaching technical, economic, political, and 
social ramifications of solar energy development and diffusion. The evaluator must also 
realize the problems inherent in operating in a highly contentious policy area and shape 
the evaluation to meet the particular needs of those operating in that arena. Finally, of 
cou!'Se, the evaluator must be aware of the intricacies of solar technologies and how they 
affect the designated constituencies. Again, these features argue that the evaluation of 
solar technology development programs will scarcely be easy or straightforward, for 
reasons enumerated above, but it does not suggest that they are impossible. 

More specific policy recommendations can be made. DOE must resolve its current ambi
guity regarding evaluation studies. The EES evaluation and the evaluations currently 
being conducted by PE augur positively for the future but other issues need resolution. 
For example, will all DOE evaluations be conducted within the office of the Assistant 
Secretary for Policy and Evaluation or will the Energy Technology and the Conservation 
and Solar Applications divisions also have evaluation responsibilities? What are the 
mechanisms for assuring that evaluation results will have an impact on the program? 
And how will DOE regard evaluations made by external agencies, such as the GAO? On 
the surface, these seem to be little more than organizational issues that can be addressed 
by a simple department memorandum, but, in actuality, the resolution of such issues 
speaks eloquently to how DOE fundamentally views evaluation. A step in the right 
direction would be a departmental reQuirement thAt proe-rRm PvAlu~.tion plani=adjusted 
for the program's tenure-accompany budgetary requests. 

State and local governments could have a crucial role to play in solar program evalua
tion. The variety and limited scale of state and local programs offer an invaluable 
opportunity for developing and testing government initiatives for solar energy commer
cialization. These programs need to be evaluated to provide es..c;entiRl information for 
federal policy decisions as well as to inform state and local governments themselves of 
the most effective use of their limited resources. It follows, then, that the federal gov
ernment should provide some funding to initiate evaluation of state and local programs. 
The state and local governments should be prepared to invest some of their own re
sources in program evaluation as a means of securing their own involvement in and com
mitment to these evaluations. 
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The Solar Energy Research Institute can play a central role in evaluating solar energy 
RD&D programs. As noted above, SERI harbors the critical interdisciplinary skills requi
site for effective evaluation; the combination of skilled and knowledgeable physical and 
social scientists on the SERI staff provides it with an unmatched comparable advantage. 
Furthermore, its physical removal from the daily operational requirements of Washington 
provides it with a detachment which is generally beneficial to evaluation efforts. Final
ly, its institutional image as an independent but sympathetic analytic organization might 
make it more acceptable to solar program managers than 9ther external evaluators. For 
SERI to assume these roles, it must first persuade DOE program managers of the positive 
benefits accruing from program evaluation (even if ~hey might be critical of a program), 
then demonstrate its capabilities to deliver a credible, timely, and relevant product. 
These capabilities can best be obtained and perfected by simultaneously evaluating on
going solar energy programs and developing new methodological approaches to evalua
tion. The iterative process between evaluative theory and practice is essential if the 
currently posed problems with evaluation are tq be overcome. Assuming these tasks can 
be met, SERI could indeed play a central role then in bringing the fruits of evaluation to 
bear in the solar energy RD&D. 

Lastly, an underlying assumption to this analysis needs to be made eXplicit; namely, that 
evaluation is a useful-even necessary-part of the policy process. The difficulty of 
evaluation, especially solar energy program evaluation, has been reiterated throughout 
this report. The careful reader can well ask, "If it is so difficult, is it worth the 
candle?" Our answer is resonantly affirmative for two reasons. First, without evalua
tion, one could scarcely hope to improve ongoing programs, rectify program failures or 
negative externalities, or, in sum, serve the public interest in as efficient a manner as 
possible. Public service· could hardly ask for less. Second, lacking evaluation, the int~ 
grated policy process would become a series of disjointed events. Program planners and 
managers would not be able to profit from past eXperiences, no le~rning experience 
would exist; one might as well develop, plan, and implement public policy in ways akin to 
the Queen of Heart's croquet match in· which Alice watched the rules and equipment 
constantly being varied and the participants being .threatened with the loss of their 
heads. Evaluation holds no guarantee for the strict adherence of public policy to its 
stated objectives or the rational workings of government, but it does offer a means by 
which programs can be measured and a learning experience can b.e obtained. These bene
fits are imperative if the solar energy techno~ogies are to achieve their promises. 
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